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PREFACE

This is one of five scientific reports describing specific research projects

conducted at Weston Observatory under Contract No. F19628-90-K-0035. The research

conducted under this contract covers a range of topics related to seismology in general

and to nuclear test monitoring in particular.

This report consists of an M.S. thesis written by Allyn K. Bowers under the

supervision of Professor Alan L. Kafka. In this study, we used tomographic inversion

to investigate the three-dimensional variation of the seismic velocity structure of the

shallow crust underlying southern New England (SNE). Group velocity dispersion

curves for Rg waves with periods between 0.5 and 2.0 sec have been published for SNE.

Dispersion curves from these studies and from our own analyses were converted to travel

time data. Two dimensional tomography was then used to estimate group velocities for

blocks into which study areas in SNE were divided. Lateral variation in group velocity

across SNE is estimated from these results. A combination of the maximum likelihood

inverse and forward modelling is used to determine the vertical velocity structure beneath

some of these blocks and for other subregions of SNE. The results suggest that three

dimensional variation exists within the shallow crust underlying SNE, both within areas

where the crystalline basement is at or near the surface and within the Hartford Rift

basin, which is covered by layers of sediments and sedimentary rocks.

There are two appendices to this M.S. thesis that are not published as part of this

report. Appendix A is an extensive list of travel time data for all paths in this study, and

Appendix B shows graphs of all dispersion curves from this study. Those appendices are

available from the authors.
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1. Introduction

The seismic velocity structure of the crust beneath southern New England (SNE)

has been extensively studied using both body wave and surface wave data (e.g. Chiburis

et al., 1977; Taylor and Toks6z, 1979, 1982; %r. ik, 1984, 1987; Kafka and Dollin,

1985; Saikia et al., 1990). A number of studies have used the aispersive properties of

surface waves, specifically short-period Rayleigh waves (Rg), to study the velocity

structure of the upper few kilometers of the crust beneath New England (e.g. Kafka and

Dollin, 1985; McTigue, 1986; Saikia et al., 1990; Gnewuch, 1987; Kafka and Skehan,

1990; Tu, 1990; Kafka and Bowers, 1991; D'Annolfo, 1992).

Quarry blasts and shallow focus earthquakes occur at shallow depths and, as a

result, produce strong Rg waves. Therefore seismograms generated by these two kinds

of sources were used in this and other Rg dispersion studies. In all of these previous Rg

dispersion studies, group velocity was measured for each source-receiver path at a range

of periods to determine lateral variation in group velocity dispersion. In several of these

studies, the dispersion curves for spe-ific paths and/or the average dispersion curve for

a specific area were inverted to yield an estimate of the seismic velocity structure of the

shallow crust beneath some part of SNE. These results were then used to assess the

extent of vertical variation in the seismic structure of the shallow crust from the shear

wave velocity structure.

The resulting models of the seismic velocity structure of the shallow crust beneath

SNE have suggested that lateral and vertical variation in seismic velocity exists across



SNE. However, a more complete picture of what an and cannot be said about the three-

dimensional variation of the velocity structure based on the observed Rg data from all

of these previous Rg dispersion studies can be obtained by systematically analyzing the

data using computer tomography. Furthermore, a tomographic study that isolates

dispersion for segments of paths rather than depending on dispersion for the entire length

of each path may effectively isolate dispersion data for subregions within SNE that have

not been identified in previous studies. This thesis is intended to be such a systematic

tomographic study.

One of the problems encountered in addressing this topic is that the group velocity

data from all of the Rg studies in SNE exhibit a very large amount of scatter.

Nonetheless, there does appear to be a systematic "signal" buried within this "noise".

The following fundamental questions provide the underlying framework for this study:

1) In spite of the very large amount of scatter in the group velocity data, to what extent

can a tomographic analysis of that data delineate lateral variation in Rg dispersion across

SNE?

2) Once the dispersive characteristics have been estimated for a given sub-region of the

study area, how accurately can one estimate the vertical variation of the shear wave

velocity structure beneath that sub-region?

To address the first question, a systematic analysis was done on the lateral

variation of Rg group velocities obtained from the studies published since 1985. This

systematic analysis involveL the' use of computer tomography to estimate the lateral

variation in group velocity across SNE. First, the study area is divided into equally-sized
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blocks. Paths whose source and receiver are contained within the study area are

superimposed over the study area and divided into segments by the boundaries of each

block [Figure I(A)]. For each frequency, tomography is then used to estimate the group

velocity within each block [Figure 1(B)]. This estimation is based on the group velocities

corresponding to the path segments that cross each block. Finally, group velocities are

compared between adjacent blocks. A judgement is made as to whether the differences

in group velocity are due to 1) actual velocity variation within the earth's crust, or 2)

errors introduced into the analysis because of the way the problem is formulated, or

errors mapped from the observed data.

To address the second question, inversion theory is used to estimate the vertical

variation in shear wave velocity. For a given sub-region of the study area, the observed

group velocity at a specific frequency is indicative of shear wave velocities at some range

of depths. Once the tomographic analysis is successfully carried out, group velocities

are estimated at a range of frequencies for specific blocks, which yields a dispersion

curve for each of those blocks. Using inverse theory, a shear wave velocity model is

then estimated for each block based on the dispersion curve corresponding to that block.

By combining the results for all of the blocks, a three-dimensional model can be obtained

for the study area.
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obtained froinithe tomographic inversion of Rg waves.
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2. Background

2.1 A Review of Surface Waves

Surface waves propagate along the free surface of the earth and are affected by

the earth structure beneath the surface. Like other surface waves propagating in a

medium with depth dependent properties, Rg waves are dispersive. As the wavetrain

propagates from source to receiver, the shape of the wavetrain changes. In general, each

frequency component arrives at a different time than the other frequency components.

In the case of normal dispersion, lower frequency components arrive earlier than

higher frequency components. This normal dispersion is the result of a layered earth

structure where velocities generally increase with depth. The velocities of frequency

components of Rg waves are affected by the properties of the earth's crust in some subset

of the layers. Lower frequency components of the wavetrain are affected by "I

properties of the earth's crust at a greater depth and, hence, travel with a greater

velocity. Dispersion in the period range of 0.5 to 1.5 sec is indicative of the earth

structure at depths ranging from very near the surface down to about 1 to 2 km (e.g.

Kafka and Reiter, 1987).

Since Rg waves are dispersive, two kinds of velocity can be measured from an

Rg signal, phase velocity and group velocity. Phase velocity is the velocity with which

a particular point of phase, for example a peak or trough, propagates. Group velocity,

on the other hand, is the velocity with which a specific frequency component of an Rg

signal propagates. This frequency component can be isolated from the Rg signal by

5



applying a narrow band pass filter to the Rg signal. A small range of frequencies are

passed through the filter, and the center frequency is an estimate of the frequency that

is isolated by this process. The relationship between group velocity, U, and phase

velocity, c, can be expressed as

U Ic ,6C 8 (2.1)

where X is the wavelength and w is the frequency.

2.2 Tomography and Lateral Variation in Group Velocity of Rg Waves

In this study, tomography is used to determine lateral variation of Rg group

velocities. The study area is divided into a number (M) of equally-sized blocks, and a

tomographic analysis is used to estimate the group velocity for each block. In a

tomographic analysis, the group velocity within each block is estimated from observed

travel times of Rg waves propagating across many paths traversing the study area. The

observed travel times are taken from paths whose source and receiver are both within

SNE. For simplicity in the mathematical formulation of the problem, the group velocity

(U) within each block, is expressed as a slowness m (a model parameter) where

1 (2.2)
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The slowness within each block is converted to a group velocity at the end of the

tomographic inversion.

A tomographic problem is outlined in the following way. The study area is

divided into a grid of M blocks. For example, a 3x2 block structure is constructed from

3 blocks in the longitudinal direction and by 2 blocks in the latitudinal direction [Figure

21. The slowness for each block is characterized by a model parameter m,, where

j=-,..,M. Thus for example, a 3x2 block structure has six model parameters (i.e.

M=6).

The travel time(s) for each path are the data values, di, where i= 1,..,N. All

paths are superimposed over the block structure and divided by its boundaries into a

number of smaller path segments of length g,. In the example shown in Figure 2, there

are four data values d,, d2, d3, and d4. Data values d3 and d, are observed travel times

for the same path. Paths 1 and 2 have three path segments. The path for data values

3 and 4 has two path segments each [Figure 2].

The travel time for each path segment associated with data value i in block j, d4,

can be expressed as

d = g * mj (2.3)

The travel time for data value i, d,, is equal to the sum of the travel times for all of its

segments.
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It can be expressed as

di = gu + gI*nm2 + + .gal m (2.4)

Rewriting equation 2.4 for the example shown in Figure 2, we have

di - g11*Rm + ,12 + M3 + 14* 4 + g0*mf * g.16*m

d2 = g21*RI + g=*M2 + 923*m 3 + 94* + 4 g,+*m + S2,MG

= 931*m1 + 832 *m12tj + 934*m 4 + 935 * 5 + W3*mG (2.5)
d4 = g41*m1 + 942*M + g4 *M3 + 944*=4 + g4*mS + 846

ds = gsl*ml + 5s*M 2 + 953*1"3 + g*m 4 + g55*mS + 96*MG

d6 w +6g*m c + 92*M + g9*m 3 + g6*m 4 + g6*mS + g96*M 6

Where a path associated with a data value i does not pass through block j, g& is

equal to zero. For example, in the case shown in Figure 2, path 1 passes through blocks

1, 2, and 5. The path segments g13, g•4, and g%6 are therefore zero. Path 2 passes

through blocks 2, 4, and 5, and the path segments g21, g2, and g2 are therefore also

zero. Eliminating all of the zero terms, equation 2.5 can be rewritten for this example

as

di = g1 *m, + g9 *m 2 + 8 1s*n%
2= 9 * M2 + 924 * m4 + 25 * 1S (2.6)

d3 = 933 * 1 S3 + 3O * MG
d4 - 9 * 3 + 9 *

9



For all data values, one can propose a set of model parameters that solves the

following matrix equation:

1 11 81 SW M1

(2.7)

d4 Stii SJ . .. g,] rnJ~

or

d = Gn (2.8)

The vector [Mi, ... , mU]T is the model vector; the vector [dI, ... , dN]T is the data vector.

Thus, tomographic inversion involves a system of methods for solving equation 2.8 for

the model parameter vector m.

Lateral Variation in Group Velocity of Rg Waves

To investigate lateral variation of Rg velocities, the group velocities within

adjacent blocks are. compared. A judgement is made based on certain criteria as to

whether the difference between these group velocities is due to 1) actual velocity

variation within the earth's crust, 2) errors introduced into the analysis because of the

way the problem is formulated, or 3) errors carried over from the observed data.

10



The extent to which lateral variation can be investigated for a study area depends

on the number of blocks into which the study area is divided. If the study area is divided

into only a few blocks, the investigation of lateral variation would be fairly limited,

whereas a more extensive investigation would be possible with a larger number of

blocks. Furthermore, the maximum number of blocks into which a study area can be

divided must be less than or equal to the number of paths represented by the data values.

Statistically speaking, the number of data values must be equal or greater than the

number of model parameters (group velocities) for a tomographic problem to be well

designed.

Consider one of the study areas analyzed in this study. Data values representing

37 paths have been collected. These paths are superimposed over the study area as

shown in Figure 3(A).

Suppose this study area is divided into two blocks as shown in Figure 3(B). Since

there are many more paths than blocks, each block contains more than enough path

information to uniquely determine the group velocity within each block. However,

discussions about lateral variation in group velocity would be limited to variation between

the western and eastern parts of SNE. Much more group velocity information could be

provided by the data values by dividing the study area into a greater number of blocks.

Lateral variation could then be investigated more extensively.

Now suppose this study area is divided into 30 blocks as shown in Figure 3(C).

Since the number of paths is nearly equal to the number of blocks, the likelihood that all

30 blocks contain enough path information to determine the group velocity within these
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Figure 3 (A) 37 paths superimposed over the study area, (B) this study area divided into
two blocks, and (c) this study are divided into thirty blocks.
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blocks is small. A tomographic inversion of this problem is possible, and if there is

sufficient path coverage for at least some subset of the blocks, then discussions about

lateral variation are not as limited as in the previous case.

Suppose that the study area is divided into 100 blocks. The number of paths is

now much greater than the number of blocks. The likelihood that all 100 blocks contain

enough path information to determine the group velocity within each of these blocks is

even smaller. Furthermore, many of the blocks will probably contain extremely short

path segments. A tomographic inversion using this block structure would not yield group

velocities that would provide a basis for any extensive discussion about lateral variation.

2.3 Dispersion of Rg Waves and Vertical Velocity Structure

Once the tomographic analysis is successfully carried out, estimates of group

velocities are obtained at a range of frequencies for specific blocks. This procedure

yields a dispersion curve for each of those blocks. In addition, dispersion curves can be

obtained for specific paths (by averaging many curves for that path), and for specific

areas (by averaging many curves for that area). These Rg dispersion curves can then be

inverted to obtain seismic velocity models of the shallow crust underlying the blocks (or

paths) in question.

In this study, the Rg group velocity dispersion curves were inverted using the

maximum likelihood inverse (e.g. Menke, 1984; Reiter et al., 1988). This method

involves solving an equation of the form Ad = G Am, using a method similar to the

methods that are used for the tomographic inversion. In this case, however, the data

vector Ad consists of the difference between the observed group velocities and the

13



theoretical dispersion calculated for a starting model. The matrix G consists of partial

derivatives of group velocities with respect to the starting model parameters (S-wave

velocities in the different layers), and the vector Am is the correction to the previous

solution, estimated in an iterative manner. Once the solution for Am is calculated (using

the maximum likelihood inverse), the starting solution is updated, and theoretical group

velocities are recalculated for the revised model. These theoretical group velocities are

compared with the observed data, and the inversion is repeated iteratively until there is

no further convergence.

3. Previous Studies of the Seismic Velocity Structure of the Shallow Crust Beneath

Southern New England

Several studies of the crustal velocity structure in southern New England have

been carried out using data from body waves and surface waves (e.g. Chiburis et al.,

1977; Taylor and Toks6z, 1979, 1982; Wenk, 1984,1987). More recently, studies have

used the dispersive properties of Rg waves to invwstigate, the velocity structure of the

upper few kilometers of the crust (e.g. Kafika and Dollin, 1985; McTigue, 1986; Saikia

et al., 1990; Gnewuch, 1987; Kafka, 1988; Kafka and Skehan, 1990; Tu, 1990; Kafka

and Bowers, 1991; D'Annolfo, 1992).

Studies by Kafka and Dollin (1985), McTigue (1986), Gnewuch (1987), and

Kafka and Skehan (1990) have investigated lateral variation in group velocity across

southern New England (SNE). The range of group velocities and the periods at which

they were measured for some of these studies are listed in Table 1. The paths along
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Table 1 Dispersion observed for southern New England by various authors.

GROUP
PERIOD VELOCITY

AUTHORS (Me) (km/secm STUDY AREA

Kafka & 0.50-2.00 2.00-3.30 Southern New England

Dollin(1985)

Gnewuch(1985) 0.50-2.00 1.87-3.23 Southern New England

McTigue(1986) 0.50-2.00 2.10-2.90 MA and RI

Tu (1990) 0.30-2.00 2.30-2.90 NH and Vermont

D'Annolfo 0.20-2.20 2.00-3.29 MA and Southern NH
(1992)
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which Rg waves have been recorded for these studies are shown in Figure 4. The

seismic sources used in these studies were either quarry blasts or shallow focus

earthquakes and the receivers were stations of the New England Seismic Network

(NESN).

These studies identified five areas (called dispersion regions) that were interpreted

as indicating systematic lateral variation in group velocity [Figure 5]. They were the

Bronson-Avalon Dispersion Region (BADR), the Hartford Dispersion Region (HDR), the

New Haven Dispersion Region (NHDR), the Waterbury Dispersion Region (WDR), and

thie Torrington Dispersion Region (TDR). The BADR and TDR had Rg group velocities

between 2.5 and 2.75 km/sec at a period of I sec. The HDR had group velocities

between 2.0 and 2.25 km/sec at the same period. The NHDR had group velocities

between 2.25 and 2.5 km/sec at a period of I sec (Kafka and Skehan, 1990).

The Waterbury Dispersion Region (WDR) was thought to have group velocities

greater than 2.75 km/sec at a period of 1 sec. However, Kafka and Bowers (1991)

discovered an error in the location of the NESN station BCT in a computer input file.

"This erroneous location was used by a computer program at Weston Observatory to

calculate distances from several sources to BCT. These distances were then used to

estimate the group velocities within the WDR. In most cases, the distances were greater

than they should have been. As a result the group velocities appeared to be higher than

they actually are. Using the correct distances from the sources to BCT, the group

velocities in the WDR turned out to be similar to those of the BADR and the TDR

(Kafka and Bowers, 1991). Therefore, it appears that all of tne areas in SNE where
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Figure 4 Paths used in previous studies [Figure 1(Ib) taken from Kafkia and Skehan
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crystalline basement is near the surface have (at least on average) group velocities similar

to those of the BADR. In the remainder of this thesis 1, therefore, refer to the parts of

SNE on both sides of the Hartford Rift Basin (HRB) as the Southern New England

Crystalline Basement (SNECB). The map showing dispersion regions [Figure 5] has

been modified to reflect this change [Figure 6].

D'Annolfo (1992) investigated lateral variation in the seismic velocity structure

of the shallow crust beneath eastern Massachusetts and southern New Hampshire. The

paths she used are shown in Figure 7. All of the events used in her study were quarry

blasts at the San-Vel/Lonestar Quarry in Littleton, Massachusetts. The receivers

included field stations and NESN stations as well as stations operated by Massachusetts

Institute of Technology. Her results suggested that there is systematic lateral variation

in these areas. The dispersion curves for all paths from her study are plotted in Figure

8. The average dispersion curve for her data and the data published previously for the

SNECB was plotted along with the dispersion curve previously published for the SNECB

[Figure 9]. As noted by D'Annolfo (1992), the two curves are very similar.

D'Annolfo (1992) also plotted group velocities as a function of distance from the

San-Vel/Lonestar quarry for periods of 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 sec. Group velocities at a

period of 0.7 sec are plotted as a function of station location in Figure 10. In Figure 11,

group velocities at a period of 0.7 sec are plotted as a three dimensional surface over the

area analyzed in her study. As noted by D'Annolfo (1992), the group velocities appear

to be slower just around the quarry and increase slightly with distance from the quarry.

Prior to 1985, several P-wave velocity models were published for New England
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Figure 6 Dispersion regions modified after the error in the location of BCT was found
by Kafka and Bowers (1991). The entire area on both sides of the Hartford Rift basin
chat has group velocities sim~iar to those of the BADR will, in the remainder of this
thesis, be referred to as the Southern New England Crystalline Basement (SNECB).
[Figure 1.1.1 taken from D'Annolfo (1992)].
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Figure 7 Station locations and pafth used by D'Annolfo (199) (Figure 1.2.1 taken
from D'Annolfo.(199)J.
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Figure 9 Dispersion curves for the BADR observed by 1) studies prior to D'Annolfo
(1992) and 2) D'Annolfo (1992). The dispersion region labelled BADR is referred to
as the SNECB in this study [Figure 5.2 taken from D'Annolfo (1992)].
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Figure 10 A plot of group velocity at a period of 0.7 sec versus distance [Figure 5.6(b)
taken from D'Annolfo (1992)].
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based on body wave refraction studies [Figure 121. More recent publications since 1985,

such as Kafka and Dollin (1985), McTigue (1986), Saikia et al. (1990), and Kafka and

Skehan (1990), have described vertical variations in shear wave velocities of the upper

few kilometers of the crust. Kafka and Dollin (1985) concluded that normal dispersion

between the periods 0.5-1.5 sec indicated the existence of a low velocity layer near the

surface approximately 0.5 to 1.0 km in thickness. McTigue (1986) also observed normal

dispersion between the periods 0.5-1.5 sec. Using the group velocity information for

each dispersion region, he estimated the shear wave velocity structure of the shallow

crust beneath southern New England.

Kafka and Skehan (1990) summarized the velocity structure of the shallow crust

for the BADR and the HDR [Figure 13]. Since the WDR and the TDR have Rg group

velocities similar to those of the BADR, one would expect the velocity structure for the

SNECB to be similar to that shown in Figure 13 for the BADR.

Taylor and Toksbz (1979) and Peseckis and Sykes (1979) studied teleseismic P-

wave residuals for SNE [Figure 5]. The P-wave residuals within the HDR were the

slowest (0.2 sec). Those within the BADR were slightly faster at 0.1 sec. The residuals

that were observed in what used to be called the WDR were the fastest at -0.3 sec. The

fast residuals in the WDR were previously accredited to the (presumably) high velocity

layers close to the surface (e.g. Kafka, 1988; Kafka and Skehan, 1990). Since those high

velocity layers are no longer thought to exist, it was suggested by Kafka and Bowers

(1991) that this high velocity material is at a greater depth than previously thought (Kafka

And Bowers, 1991).
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Model I. Southern and Central New England, New Hampshie.
and Vermont (Chiburi., 1979)

Model 2. Centzal New Hampshire (Taylor-Toksozl
Model 6. Adirondacks (Laznont-Doherty)

Figure 12 Shear wave velocity models [Figure 2.1 taken from Tu (1990)].
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Figure 13 Shear wave velocity models [Kafka and Skehan (1990)]. The dispersion
regions labelled the BADR is referred to as the SNECB in this study [Figure 5a taken
from Kafka and Skehan (1990)].
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4. Geology of Southern New England

Two areas are investigated in this study. The first, study area A, includes the

part of SNE lying between -74.0° and -71.3* longitude and 41.20 and 42.6° latitude

[Figure 14]. This region includes part of Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island.

Rg data for study area A are taken from the previous studies of that area described in

Section 3 (e.g. Kafka and Dollin, 1985; Saikia et al., 1990; Gnewuch,1987). The

second, study area B, includes the part of SNE lying between -72.3739° and -70.7271 *

longitude and 42.38460 and 43.12260 latitude [Figure 4.1]. This area includes part of

Massachusetts and New Hampshire. The Rg data from this area were acquired and

analyzed by D'Annolfo (1992). Based on these studies, SNE appears to be laterally

isotropic and, therefore, all assumptions about laterally isotropic media are assumed to

be valid for the purposes of this study.

Figure 15, taken from Spotila (1992), shows the exposed lithotectonic terranes of

SNE. Table 2 lists the names of each terrane. The region is geologically complex. This

complex structure is considered to be the result of massive plate collisions in the

Northern Appalachians during the Middle Proterozoic through the Mesozoic (e.g. Kafka

and Skehan, 1990).

The part of the SNECB, that lies on the western side of the HDR, is associated

with three terranes [Figure 15]. From west to east, they are the Taconic allochthons (3),

the allochthonous Grenville Massifs (6), and Medial New England (1) (Table 2). The

Taconic allochthons (3) form a sequence of slices transported during complex thrust

-faulting. The rocks at the lower end of the sequence are from late Proterozoic to middle
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Figure 14 Study areas A and B in SNE.
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Figure 15 Lithoectnic terranes for New England. [Figure 5a taken from Spotila
(:1992)].
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Table 2 Lithotectonic terranes mapped in Figure 15

1. Medial New England: contains Acadian accreted rock of the oceanic basins and
volcanic arc, now exists as the CT Valley - Gaspe Synclinorium, the Kearsage - Central
ME Synclinorium (Merrimack), the Northern ME Anticlinorium, the Miramichi
anticlinorium, and the Fredericton Trough.

2. Bronson Hill: contains Taconic accreted rock of the lapetus volcanic arc island,
now exists as an anticlinorium.

3. Taconic Allochthons: includes only the Taconic accreted strata from the

Laurentian continental margin, that now exists as the Taconic klippe.

4. Esmond - Dedham Avalon: eastern most Avalon of the Alleghanian collision.

5. ME Coastal Volcanic: volcanic belt of Alleghanian (?) age.

6. Allochthonous Grenville Massifs: part of the Grenville continent ripped up into
the klippe of the Taconic event.

7. Hartford Basin: Triasic sedimentary basin formed in a half-graben.

8. Hope Valley Avalon: Avalon of the Acadian collision.

9. Putnam-Nashoba Avalon: considered to be part of the Acadian collision of
Avalon and North America, but may have collided on its own as a separate terrane.

10. Narragansett Basin: Permian basin formed in transcurrent Alleghanian fault
block.

11. Rumford Allochthon: either an Acadian underthrusted sheet or a pre-Acadian
slump in semi-lithified sediments.

12. Meguma: large terrane or plate that collided with Avalon and North America
in the Alleghanian.

13. Misc. ME Allochthonous Basement: unknown.
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Ordovician in age, and overlay tectonized sedimentary melange. These rocks consist

partly of green laminated slate, grit, graywacke, and quartzite. The upper part of the

lower Taconic sequence contain slivers of carbonate and siliclastic rocks. The higher

part of the Taconic sequence lies to the east of the lower sequence and is a clastic

sequence similar to that which is seen in Medial New England (1) (Hatcher, Thomas, and

Viele; 1989).

The allochthonous Grenville Massifs (6) were part of the Grenville basement.

During the Taconic orogen, these Massifs were brought onto the Taconic kdippe. These

crystalline rocks are middle Proterozoic in age. The Massifs in southern New England

include, from north to south, the Berkshire Massif, the Housatonic Massif, and the

Eastern Hudson Highlands. The Berkshire Massif has been studied extensively. These

rocks have a "distinctive fold thrust fabric" (Hatcher, Thomas, and Viele; 1989), having

recumbent folds and foliation. The deformation in this massif is considerably more

ductile than that in the other two (Hatcher, Thomas, and Viele; 1989).

Medial New England (1) includes the Connecticut Valley - Gaspe Synclinorium.

This terrane was accreted during the Acadian Orogeny. Cambrian and Ordovician

portions along its western border are composed of schists, metamorphosed mafic

volcanics, and ultramafics. The basement of Medial New England contains quartzo-

feldspathic gneisses. The Cambrian sequence within this terrane, with the exception of

the ultramafics, contains wackes and phyllites. The Ordovician sequence contains

volcanic, phyllites/schists, and wacke (Hatcher, Thomas, and Viele; 1989).

Both the HDR and the NHDR are associated with the Hartford Rift Basin (7), a
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sedimentary basin formed in a half-graben. Bordered by normal faults to the east and

west, this terrane contains Mesozoic red bed sediments and igneous rocks covered by

Pleistocene glacial sediments. The composition of the HRB is distinct from the

composition of the other lithotectonic terranes in SNE. Thes Mesozoic and Pleistocene

sediments are relatively thick in the northern part of the HRB, and are thinner on average

in the southern part of the HRB (e.g. Kafka and Skehan, 1989). Refraction profiles by

Wenk (1984) indicate that higher velocities are found at greater depths in the northern

part of the HRB than in -the southern part. -This result supports the geological

interpretation.

The part of the SNECB, that lies on the eastern side of the HDR and the NHDR,

is associated with three terranes. From west to east, they are the Bronson-Hill

Anticlinorium(2), Medial New England(1), and the Putnam-Nashoba Avalon(9). The

Bronsop Hill Anticlinorium (2) contains rocks of the lapetus volcanic arc. These rocks

are distorted by domes and basins. The western border of this terrane is defined by Late

Paleozoic and Mesozoic faults (e.g. D'Annolfo, 1992). The Putnam-Nashoba Avalon

terrane (9) contains Late Ordovician through Silurian granitic and dioritic plutons. On

the west, it is bounded by the Clinton-Newbury fault zone. On the east, it is bounded

by the Honey Hill-Lake Char-Bloody Bluff fault zone (Hatcher, Thomas, and Viele;

1989).
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5. Lateral Variation in Group Velocity

5.1 Determining Lateral Velocity Variation Using Tomography

In this study, tomography is used to determine lateral variation of Rg group

velocities. To illustrate how tomography works, I have constructed a simple tomographic

problem with a known solution and a simple block structure. The known solution and

block structure are shown in Figure 16. There are two blocks (or two model

parameters), so M=2. The study area is bounded by -0.0018' and 0* longitude and by

0* and 0.0018* latitude. This area was chosen to be near the equator because, at this

latitude, the distances along the longitudinal and latitudinal lines are nearly equal. At

greater latitudes, the curvature of the longitudinal lines distorts the study area so that it

is no longer rectangular. There are four "observed" data values, so N=4. The

"observed* data value(s) for each path is synthesized from the known solution and the

calculated distances of the path segments in each block. The source and receiver

locations, and the observed data value(s) for each path are listed in Table 3.

The source-receiver paths in Table 3 are superimposed over the simple block

structure [Figure 16]. Each path is divided into path segments marked by the boundaries

of each block. Paths 1, 2, and 3 are divided into two path segments. Path 4 lies entirely

in block 2. Block 1 has three path segments. Block 2 has four path segments. The path

segments g11, g12, g21, g2, g31, g., and g42 are nonzero [Figure 16].

The observed travel times for paths 1 through 4, di, can now be expressed in
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Figure 16 A synthetic example with a known solution and a simple 2xI block structure.

Source Receiver "Observed"
Data Longitude Latitude Longitude Latitude Travel Time

Path Value (in decimal degrees) (in decimal degrees) (in seconds)

1 1 0.0001 0.0001 0.0179 0.0179 2.092

2 2 0.0001 0.0179 0.0179 0.0001 2.092

3 3 0.0001 0.0090 0.0179 0.0090 1.485

4 4 0.0030 0.0001 0.0030 0.0179 1.966

Table 3 Data v~lues for a synthetic example.
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vector notation as

d, g41 gl

The model parameters, ml=2.0 km/sec and mn=1.0 km/sec, are an exact solution to

equation 5.1. Because of the way in which this example was set up, the data values, d,

d4, d3, and d4 predicted by these model parameters are equal to those that are 'observed'.

5.2 Inverse Theory

Equation 2.8 is

d = Gn (5.2)

where

d = data vector
m - model parameter vector, and
G = kernel matrix.

Inverse theory is used to estimate the model vector that satisfies this equation. The data

values are inverted and the model parameters are estimated in the following way:

a = G-', (5.3)

where G"s is called the generalized inverse.
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Inversion is an iterative procedure [Figure 17]. Each block is assigned the same

initial slowness, mp, and the observed data are read into the vector d. An initial

prediction of the travel times, d', is determined from d' =Gm. The difference between

the predicted data and the observed data, Ad, is determined from the equation

Ad - d - d. (5.4)

The "natural generalized inverse" or the "weighted damped least squares" inverse, G",

is calculated. The change in the initial model, Am, is the difference between the initial

model ,n, and the new model, m'. This difference is expressed as

Am = -rM/ (5.5)

where

S= G'9d (5.6)
mI = G -dd

It follows that Am can be expressed as

Am =G-' d- G-9d'
An - G-9 (d - d) (5.7)

Am = G-9 Ad

In the final iteration, the model vector should appropriately predict the observed data
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vector and should be a solution of d=Gm.

Ideally, the model vector in the final iteration is an exact solution, and the data

vector predicted by d=Gm is exactly what is observed. This condition is called "zero

prediction error". However, in the actual application of inverse theory, the predicted

data vector is close to but, of course, not exactly what is observed. The model

parameters are estimated and the prediction error is nonzero.

5.2.1 The Generalized Inverse

The method chosen to find the generalized inverse depends on the kind of

tomographic problem that is being solved. A tomographic problem is described as

overdetermined, underdetermined, even-determined, or mix-determined. This description

is based on the density and distribution of paths, generally termed the path information.

If there is not enough path information within the study area to uniquely determine all

of the model parameters, the problem is underdetermined. Where there is more than

enough path information to exactly determine all model parameters, the problem is

overdetermined. Where there is just enough path information to determine an exact

solution for every model parameter, the problem is even-determined. Often, one model

parameter is constrained by too little information while another is constrained by too

much information.. Yet another model parameter may be constrained by just enough

information. In this situation, the problem is mix-determined.

A problem is underdetermined when either the path information is distributed

sparsely and unevenly or when each block in the block structure shares identical path

.information. In the first case, one or more blocks do not contain any path segments or
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Figure 17 Flow chart of the computer program used for tomographic inversion.
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the lengths of the segments are relatively small compared to the longest possible path

segment in a block. As a result, the model parameters for these blocks are completely

unconstrained by the path information

The two block example of a I km by I km study area illustrates how the equation

d=Gm is affected by little or no path information in at least one block. Suppose that

the data vector consists of only the travel time for the fourth data value in Table 3, i.e.

the one-dimensional "vector" [d4j. The path is superimposed over the simple block

structure [Figure 18]. The equation d=Gm is written as

d g41*m1  + gz*m 2, (5.8)

where g42=0. In this case, m, is not uniquely determined. In fact it is completely

unconstrained by the data.

In the second case where every block shares identical path information, the group

velocities are constrained to some extent, but are not unique. The two block example

illustrates how d=Gm is affected by identical path information. Suppose that the data

vector consists of the travel times for the first three data values in Table 3, i.e. the three-

dimensional vector [d1, d2, dQ. The paths are superimposed over the simple block

structure [Figure 19]. The equation d=Gm is written as

d = g * =1+ 1* M2
Sý 921 *m + 9,*, m2(5.9)

d4 = 31* m1 + 932 * m2
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Figure 18 The synthetic example using only one data value, d4.
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where

11= g12
g31 =n

931 g32.

Each block contains the same path information. Since there is no information to

distinguish one model parameter from the other, the model parameters are merely the

average of the known model parameters and equal to 1.5 km/sec.

A tomographic problem is overdetermined when the density and distribution of

path segments are high in every block. In this case, there is more than enough

information to determine the slowness for each block. The two block example

illustrates how d=Gm is affected by too much path information. Suppose that there are

seven data values. Figure 20 shows these paths superimposed over the block structure.

The equation d=Gm is rewritten as

dl= 911* + * 91 m2

d2= 92 + ,* m 2
d3 93 * 193 ' 932 * M12

d4  - g,,m, gG• m2 (5.10)
4= 94 * f 9 * M2

d6 l *ml + * 2,
d7 9 * + 2* 1M2

Clearly each block is defited by more than enough path segments. A problem can also

be overdetermined in the sense that path segments within a block provide conflicting

information. If the observed data values are all synthesized to be an exact solution, the

prediction error is zero. In the actual application of this method, the observed data
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values will, of course, have been measured with some error. In this case, one solution

cannot possibly satisfy every equation exactly, and the resulting solution has a nonzero

prediction error for at least one data value.

The most common type of tomographic problem considered in this study is the

mix-determined problem. The data vector used for study area A of SNE contains

approximately 130 observed data values for the paths shown in Figure 21(A). The data

vector used for study area B of SNE contains approximately 50 observed data values for

the paths shown in Figure 5.6(B). The paths for both study areas are unevenly

distributed. The block structures chosen for these study areas define a tomographic

problem where some blocks are overdetermined and others are underdetermined.

Two approaches that are used to find the generalized inverse (and in turn the

solution for the model parameters) are to calculate the "natural generalized inverse" and

to calculate the "weighted damped least squares inverse". In the case of the natural

generalized inverse, the underdeterminacy and overdeterminacy of the problem are dealt

with separately. In the case of the least squares inverse, the underdeterminacy and

overdeterminacy are dealt with simultaneously.

The Natural Generalized Inverse

The natural generalized itiverse is calculated using the singular value

decomposition (SVD) method. Using the vector space formulation of the inversion

problem and the notation of Menke (1984), the kernel matrix G can be written as

G = UA VT  (5.11)
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Figure 20 The synthetic example using seven data values.
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Source Receiver "Observed'

Data Longitude Latitude Longitude Latitude Travel Time
Path Value (in decimal degrees) (in decimal degrees) (in seconds)

1 1 0.0001 0.0001 0.0179 0.0179 2.092
2 0.0001 0.0001 0.0179 0.0179 2.301
3 0.0001 0.0001 0.0179 0.0179 1.883

2 4 0.0001 0.0179 0.0179 0.0001 2.092
5 0.0001 0.0179 0.0179 0.0001 2.301
6 0.0001 0.0179 0.0179 0.0001 1.883

3 7 0.0001 0.0090 0.0179 0.0090 1.485
8 0.0001 0.0090 0.0179 0.0090 1.633
9 0.0001 0.0090 0.0179 0.0090 1.336

4 10 0.0030 0.0001 0.0030 0.0179 1.966
11 0.0030 0.0001 0.0030 0.0179 2.163
12 0.0030 0.0001 0.0030 0.0179 1.769

Table 4 Data values for the synthetic example with errors that one might expect in a
practical case.
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where

U eigenvectors spanning the data space S(d)

A = N x M diagonal eigenvalue matrix, and

V = eigenvectors spanning the model parameter space S(m).

The diagonal eigenvalues of A are called singular values and are arranged in decreasing

order.

The equation d=Gm contains data values that in general constrain some or all of

the model parameters. These combinations reside in the vector space S,(m). The part

which contains no information resides in the vector space S,(m). The number of nonzero

eigenvalues, p, indicates the number of model parameters that are constrained by the

observed data vector. By the definition of a mix-determined problem, p is less than the

number of model parameters M. By the definition of an overdetermined problem, p is

equal to M. The kernel matrix G can be defined more specifically as

G = U, (5.12)

The natural generalized inverse, G', can be expressed as

G-' = VA, A ' (5.13)

The model parameters are then estimated by the equation m=G'sd.

Our simple example of a 1 km by 1 km study area would be an overdetermined
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problem if we include all four data values in Table 3, and would be mix-determined

problem if we include only the fourth data value in Table 3. First, consider the

overdetermined problem. Since the vector space SP(m) spans the entire model space V.,

one would expect that there would be two nonzero eigenvalues and p is equal to M. The

two eigenvalues are 3.47 and 1.25, i.e. both are greater than zero. Second, consider the

mix-determined problem. The model parameters m, is underdetermined while the model

parameter m2 is even-determined. One would expect that there would be only one

nonzero eigenvalue and p =1. The only non-zero eigenvalue is 1.97.

The Weighted Damped Least SQuares Solution

In the second method, a weighted damped least squares solution is estimated.

This method uses added information, or a priori information, to minimize the negative

effects of underdeterminacy and conflicting path information. Here the generalized

inverse includes a weighting model matrix W., a weighting data matrix W., and a

damping constant c. The derivation begins with the solution of an entirely

overdetermined problem.

Where the problem is entirely overdetermined, there exists a least squares solution

that minimizes the data prediction E. The estimated solution can be expressed as the

value of m that satisfies the following equation.

E = .r. = (d-Gn) 7 (d-Gn). (5.14)

To minimize E, its derivative is calculated and set to zero. It follows that the least

squares solution for d=Gm is
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ne w [G G]'- G r Ai (5.15)

When the problem is mix-determined, the underdeterminacy of the problem is

minimized while estimating a solution for that part which is overdetermined. Instead of

just minimizing the data prediction error E, a solution can be estimated that minimizes

E and weights the solution error, or solution length, L, of the underdetermined model

parameters. The solution error can be expressed as

L = 7mt . (5.16)

The solution must minimize some combination of E and L. Using the notation of Menke

(1984), this condition is expressed in terms of the function f(m) where

0(m) = E + eL = e ., + 2M, In. (5.17)

The weighting factor, or the damping constant, e , weights the importance of the solution

error. Using an appropriate value of a, the damped least squares solution is given by

=me = [GrG + e/]"JG'd (5.18)

The solution error L is a measure of how "simple" a solution is. Some problems

require that the solution be simple based on specific a priori information. This apriori

information is given by the matrix F. F,- example, suppose group velocities were
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required to change slowly across the study area. In this case, F would represent the first

derivative, which can be estimated by

- 1 0 0

F 0 (5.19)

0 0 0 0 -1 1

The weighting matrix W. weights the solution error so that it satisfies this a priori

requirement. W. is expressed as

W= = F7 P. (5.20)

The solution error L is rewritten as

L = m7 W, m (5.21)

The prediction error E can also be weighted by a matrix W,. In this case, each

observed data point is weighted based on a priori information such as the accuracy wito

which each observation was measured. If all observations are weighted equally, W. is

the identity matrix. The prediction error E is

E = e'W e (5.22)

The solution that weights both the data prediction and solution error, and damps
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the underdeterminacy of the problem ia called the weighted damped least squares

solution. It is given as

S= - [GTW G + e0W ]-G'W*[d - G-I1 (5.23)

where m is the previous estimate of the solution. If W. and W. are equivalent to the

identity matrix, the equation reduces to that of the damped least squares (Menke, 1984).

5.3 The Solution Obtained from a Tomographic Inversion

The solution of d=Gm yields a set of model parameters, m=[mj,..,mm]T.

Questions pertinent to this solution are

1) How are errors in the observed data mapped to the model parameters?

and

2) How uniquely is each model parameter determined with respect to all other model

parameters?

5.3.1 Errors Mapped from the Data to the Solution

The answer to the first question is quantified in terms of the model covariance

matrix, [cov m]. The model covariance matrix is defined by Menke (1984) as

[coy m] = G-9 [coy A G-"' (5.24)

where [coy d] is the data covariance matrix. In this study, the data values are assumed

to be uncorrelated and each observation is assumed to have an equal variance o,2.

Therefore, [coy d] is written as
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204 0 0. 0
2

O 0 o0" 0

[coVdj 0 0",00 0 (5.25)

0 0000 20

The model covariance matrix, [coy m], describes how the variance assigned to

the data values is mapped to the model parameters. The variance of mj is given by

element j in row j of [coy m]. The paths represented by the data values cross one or

more blocks (model parameters). The variance of the observed data for these paths are

then distributed among these blocks (model parameters). The remaining elements of row

j describe how the variance of the data values is mapped to the remaining model

parameters with respect to model parameter j. If the assumptions made about [cov d]

are valid, the diagonal element in row j of [cov m] is larger than all other elements of

rowj.

In our example, the natural generalized inverse is used to estimate the model

parameters from the data values listed in Table 5. 1. Since the observed data values have

been synthetically calculated to fit the model exactly, the variance, ar, of the data values

is 0. All elements of the model covariance matrix are 0. Therefore, the variance of

each model parameter is 0.

However, inherent to each observation is an error with which it was measured.

In order to illustrate the effect of errors in the data values, I have re-calculated the

"observed' data using errors that are on the order of what one would expect in a

practical situation (Table 5.2). The variance of the data values, rGd, is equal to 0.1658
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see.

Using the natural generalized inverse, the model covariance matrix is

[ 0.026 -0.0141 (5.26)

- -0.014 0.014]

The variance for m, is 0.026 se9, the diagonal element of row 1. The other element in

row 1 indicates how the variance of the data values for all four paths is mapped to the

model parameter m2 with respect to in,. The variance for m2 is 0.014 sec 2, the diagonal

element of row 2. The other element in row 2 indicates how the variance of the data

values for the first three paths are mapped to the model parameter, in,. The assumptions

made about [coy d] appear to be valid because the diagonal element of each row is the

largest with respect to the other elements in the row.

5.3.2 Resolution of a Solution

The answer to the second question is characterized by the model resolution matrix

R. One can envision a model vector, m.., that exactly solves the equation

det• = G uaw - (5.27)

where d, is the vector of observed data values. R indicates how close the estimated

model parameters, mi, are to m... R is an M x M matrix defined as

R = G-9 G. (5.28)
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Each row j of R describes how well model parameter j is resolved with respect

to all other model parameters. Where a model parameter is perfectly resolved, the

diagonal element of row j is equal to 1 and all other elements of row j are equal to 0.

Thus when all model parameters are perfectly resolved, R is the identity matrix I. If a

diagonal element is not equal to 1, the values across the row are weighted averages of

the true model parameters.

In the example shown in Figure 16, an estimate of the true model parameters are

m = [2.0 ,1.01 T. The observed data for each path is described by [dj, d2, d3, dQ] (Table

3), which are superimposed over the simple block structure. Using the natural

generalized inverse, the resolution matrix is the identity matrix I. Each block is well

resolved and each model parameter is uniquely determined.

Suppose that each block shared the same path information (d = [dj, d2,

d3]). As discussed previously, this problem is underdetermined. Using the natural

generalized inverse, R is

[R.5 0.51 (5.29)
00 .5 0.5J

The resolution of both model parameters is 0.5, the diagonal element of each row. This

indicates that the model parameters obtained by the inversion procedure are actually an

average of the known model parameters for both blocks.

5.4 Program Development

Tomographic methods were used in a study by Zhu (1991) to determine the
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seismic P-wave velocity structure beneath northern New England. He developed a

computer program written in FORTRAN called TOMONET. TOMONET read in P

wave refraction data and estimated P wave velocities for a multi-layered model, where

each layer was divided into equally sized blocks by the same block structure. A detailed

discussion of the development of TOMONET is given in Zhu (1991).

One of the options in TOMONET is the tomographic inversion of direct P wave

travel times. Direct P wave velocities are estimated for a single layer model because the

direct P wave travels horizontally across the structure. First the study area is divided

into equally sized blocks and the paths represented by the observed direct P wave travel

times are superimposed over the block structure. The P wave velocity is estimated for

each block by using the SVD method and the natural generalized inverse.

This same option can be used to estimate Rg group velocities at a specific period

because Rg waves also travel horizontally. The observed travel times of direct P waves

are replaced by observed travel times of Rg waves at a specific period. Using the single

layered model, TOMONET is able to estimate Rg group velocities at a specific period.

These group velocities are analogous to the P wave velocities estimated for a single

layer.

However, in order to adapt the program to this study, I have modified

TOMONET to address 1)specific problems encountered in the tomographic inversion of

Rg travel time data, and 2) details about tomographic inversion that are not considered

by Zhu (1991). The computer program SURFTOMO contains some of the original

source code in TOMONET as well as the following modifications.
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First, the program code in SURFTOMO that pertains to the tomographic inversion

of refraction data has been removed, leaving only the program code that allows for the

tomographic inversion of observed direct P wave travel times. Also, the format of the

input file read in by TOMONE" has been changed. The only variables that are used in

the input file are the source and receiver locations, and the observed Rg travel times.

Second, SURFTOMO computes the boundaries of the study area to be 0.0001 kin

outside of the minimum and maximum longitude and 0.0001 km outside of the minimum

and maximum latitude of all paths represented by the data set. SURFTOMO then

provides the opportunity for the study area to be specified otherwise by the computer

user. Only those paths whose source and receiver are within the study area are included

in the tomographic inversion.

Third, more inversion methods are available in SURFTOMO for the tomographic

inversion of observed Rg travel times then were available in the original TOMONET

program. The inversion method for which the code in TOMONET is written is the SVD

method. Modifications have been made to this code and included in SURFTOMO.

Furthermore, the code for other inversion methods in addition to the SVD method is

included in SURFTOMO.

The SVD method requires the definition of what is considered a nonzero

eigenvalue ( i.e. how small must an eigenvalue be to be considered as *zero"). In

TOMONET, an eigenvalue is considered to be nonzero if it is greater than the fraction

0.00001 of the largest eigenvalue. SURFTOMO allows the computer user to choose this

percentage since this percentage should be allowed to change with each tomographic
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inversion.

Another inversion method that can be used to solve a tomographic problem is the

"weighted damped least squares" method. In TOMONET, the program code for the least

squares method is written but not operational. In SURFTOMO, the original code from

TOMONET for the least squares solution is rewritten and operating. In addition

SURFTOMO includes the choice of the "weighted damped least squares solution".

Finally, the "credibility function" in TOMONET (see Zhu, 1991) has been

replaced by the model covariance and resolution matrices in SURFTOMO. These

matrices allow the computer user to interpret each group velocity in the solution in terms

of the error and resolution with which each group velocity was estimated. These

matrices are calculated for the SVD method and for the weighted damped least squares

method.

6. Vertical Variation in the Seismic Velocity Structure

The maximum likelihood method (Menke, 1984; Reiter et al., 1988) is used to

invert the Rg group velocity dispersion results to obtain models of the vertical variation

of the shear wave velocity structure. This inversion involves solving the equation Ad -

G Am, similar to the case of the tomographic inversion, but in this case

Ad = (observed group velocities) -
(theoretical dispersion calculated for a starting model)

G = a matrix consisting of partial derivatives of group velocity with respect to
the starting model parameters, and

Am = the correction to the previous solution.
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As in the previous cases, the solution to this problem is

Am = G- Ad (6.1)

but, in this case, G' is the maximum likelihood inverse. The maximum likelihood

inverse which is written as (Menke, 1984)

G-8 = ( Gr [coy d44- G + [coy m1-1)-1 Gr [coy dj]". (6.2)

The problem is solved in an iterative manner in which we begin by assuming a starting

model m, and use the maximum likelihood irverse to calculate Am, = m,-m.. The

starting model is then updated, and a revised G is calculated for the revised model. The

maximum likelihood inverse is used again to revise the model, and this procedure is

repeated iteratively until a theoretical dispersion curve is obtained that matches the

observed data to some desired degree of precision.

The details of the maximum likelihood inverse are discussed in Menke(1984) and

Reiter et al. (1988). An essential feature of the maximum likelihood inverse are that it

provides a way of balancing the extent to which a priori information about the model and

the data variances are weighted in the solution. If the data values and model parameters

are uncorrelated (as is assumed in this analysis), the covariance matrices are diagonal,

with

[cov di = a 2 I (6.3)
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and

[cov in] - 2u I (6.4)

Substituting equation 6.3 and 6.4 into equation 6.2, we have

G-= OrG + -T Cr (6.5)

Thus, when the data and model parameters are uncorrelated, the effect of including the

inverse of the covariance matrices in equation 6.2 is to damp the inverse operator,

similar to the case of the damped least squares (see Menke, 1984). The amount of

damping is dependent on the ratio of the data and model variances. Making the a priori

estimate of the model variance small has the effect of inhibiting the movement of the

solution away from the initial model. In a similar manner, making the a priori estimate

of the data variance small has the effect of forcing the solution to fit the observed data

closely.

7. Data Analysis

7.1 The Determination of Lateral Variation in Group Velocity

Lateral variation is determined using tomographic inversion. First the observed

travel times are obtained from seismograms whose source and receiver are within the

study area. These travel times are organized into data sets, each associated with a

distinct period. The variance, a•, with which the observed travel times in a data set are
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measured is estimated. The observed travel times are read by SURFTOMO. A block

structure is chosen for a particular study area. Based on the tomographic problem

corresponding to the data values and chosen block structure for the study area, an

appropriate inversion technique is selected and the observed travel times are inverted to

yield a set of group velocities (model parameters) at a specific period for the study area.

Finally, each set of group velocities and the variance and resolution with which they are

estimated is interpreted. The extent of lateral variation within the study area is then

discussed.

7.1.1 Preparation of Observed Rg Travel Times for Tomographic Inversion

First, observed Rg travel times at a series of discrete periods specified for the

study area are prepared in a format required by SURFTOMO. Observed Rg travel times

at a specific period comprise one data set. Each data set has been prepared from

seismograms whose source and receiver are located within the study area. Within each

data set, many paths are represented. Because several events may have occurred at one

source and have been recorded at the same receiver, a particular path may be represented

by more than one travel time.

The quality of each seismogram is evaluated before it is used in this study. Many

factors affect the quality of a seismogram and the quality of the observed Rg travel time

results. A rigorous discussion of these factors and a detailed assessment of the quality

of a seismogram is beyond the scope of this study. However, two simple requirements

for a seismogram included in this study are 1) clearly identifiable P, S, and Rg

waveforms, and 2) a signal to noise ratio that is fairly high based on inspection of the
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seismogram. In cases where a seismogram has been partly processed in previous studies,

it is assumed to have met these two requirements.

The seismograms are processed in four steps. First, the arrival time of the P and

S waves are selected for each seismogram. The location of the event that generated each

seismogram is confirmed and the origin time is estimated from the selected arrival times.

Second, group velocities for the period range specified for the study area are calculated

from each seismogram. Third, these group velocities are converted to observed travel

times. Finally, these observed travel times are organized into data sets, each of which

is associated with a specific period.

Observed travel times for study area A [Figure 14] have been prepared from

seismograms generated by quarry blasts and shallow focus earthquakes. The observed

Rg travel times have been obtained from four sets of seismograms. I have processed the

seismograms of the first and second set of seismograms through all four steps. The third

set of seismograms have been processed through step two in a previous study by Kafka

(1990). I have processed these seismograms through the last two steps. The fourth set

of seismograms have been processed through step three in other previous studies (Kafka

and Dollin, 1985; Saikia et al., 1990; and Gnewuch, 1987). I have processed these

seismograms through the last step.

The seismograms in the first set have been recorded by the Geophysical Data

Acquisition System (GDAS) across a local array in the area surrounding Weston

Observatory. A more complete description of the GDAS array is given in Kafka and
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Jacobson-Carroll (1992). At the time the seismograms were recorded, the array

consisted of seven field stations at sites A through G (Kafka and Jacobson-Carroll, 1992)

located within 0.25 km of the main recording piers at Weston Observatory. Quarry

blasts at the San-Vel/Lonestar Quarry in Littleton, MA, have generated all of these

seismograms. The location of each station in the local array is within about 0.25

kilometers of the NESN station WES. The location of the San-Vel/Lonestar Quarry is

measured to within approximately 0.5 kilometers. Therefore the location of WES (Table

5) is assumed to be adequate for the location of each station in the local array.

Seismograms from four events recorded across the GDAS array are included in

this study. In the case of these four events, each had generated at least eight

seismograms. The location and average origin time for each event is listed in Table

6(A).

In the first step, the arrival times of the P wave were estimated from seismograms

generated by each event. The travel time, t, was estimated using the equation

(D'Annolfo, 1992)

t = 0.171 x + 0.151 (7.1)

where x is the distance from the source to the receiver. The distance, calculated by

SURFrOMO, from the San-Vel/Lonestar Quarry to Weston Observatory is 25.0 kin.

From equation 7.1, a travel time of 4.4 sec was calculated. For all seismograms

generated by each event, the travel time was subtracted from each arrival time of the P

wave, the result being a series of estimates of the origin time for each event. These

estimates were averaged to give the origin time for each event.
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In the second step, the group velocities for periods 0.5 to 1.5 sec were calculated

from each seismogram by a computer program that estimates group velocities by using

a narrow band pass filter method (Dziewonski et al., 1969). In this technique, the group

velocity chosen for each period is that velocity at which the peak wave energy arrives.

In the third step, each group velocity, U,, was converted to an observed Rg travel

time, di, using the equation

d, (7.2)

Ui

where gi is the length of the path calculated by SURFTOMO (25.0 km in this case).

The second set of seismograms have also been generated by quarry blasts at the

San-Vel/Lonestar Quarry and recorded at the NESN station WES. The origin times of

these quarry blasts are listed in Table 6(B). These seismograms have been processed

through steps 1 through 4 in exactly the same manner as was the first set of

seismograms.

The third set of seismograms has been processed through step 1 in previous

studies (Kafia, 1990). The origin time and hypocenter of two shallow focus earthquakes

have been estimated in Kafka (1990) and are listed in Table 6(C). The locations of the

receivers, stations of the NESN, are listed in Table 5.

In step 1, the epicenter and the origin time of each earthquake was estimated by

the computer program HYPO. First, the P and S wave arrival times were estimated for

each seismogram generated by the earthquake. The estimation of the origin time was

then made by HYPO based on the P and S arrival times, and an estimated velocity model
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STATION STATION LONGITUDE LATITUDE
NAME LOCATION (DEC DEG) (DEC DEG)

BCT BROOKFIELD, CT 73.3839 41.4933

BPT BRIDGEPORT, CT 73.2422 41.2221

BVT BALTIMORE, VT 72.5853 43.3488

DNH DURHAM, NH 70.8948 43.1225

ECT ELLSWORTH, CT 73.4113 41.8346

HDM HADDAM, CT 72.5232 41.4857

IVT IRA, VT 73.0533 43.5221

MD1 MOODUS, CT 72.4667 41.5529

MD2 MOODUS, CT 72.4337 41.5314

MD3 MOODUS, CT 72.4715 41.5066

NSC NO STONINGTON, CT 71.8516 41.4807

PNH PITCHER MTN. NH 72.1358 43.0942

QUA QUABBIN, MA 72.3738 42.4566

UCT STORRS, CT 72.2505 41.8317

WES WESTON, MA 71.3221 42.3847

WFM WESTFORDMA 71.4906 42.6106

WNH WHITEFACE MTN, NH 71.3997 43.8683

Table 5 Study area A: Stations of the New England Seismic Network (NESN).
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for southern New England.

In step 2, the group velocities for periods from 0.5 to 1.5 sec were calculated

from each seismogram using the narrow band pass filter analysis. The distances upon

which these group velocities were based were calculated by HYPO. For the group

velocities from these seismograms to be consistent with those of the first set of

seismograms, each group velocity calculated on the basis of a distance obtained by

HYPO, U., was then converted to a group velocity based on a distance obtained by

SURFTOMO, Uj. The following equation was used to make this conversion.

U - gj(7.3)

where

g, = distance from source to receiver calculated by SURFTOMO

& = distance upon which the calculation of u was based

In step 3, these group velocities were convened to observed Rg travel times. The

conversion of each group velocity, U,, for the second set of seismograms to each

observed travel time, di, was made using equation 7.2.

The fourth set of seismograms was prepared through step 2 in previous studies

(Kafka and Dollin, 1985; Saikia et al., 1990; and Gnewuch, 1987), where group

velocities have been calculated from each seismogram. These seismograms were all

generated by quarry blasts in southern New England. The receivers, again stations of

the NESN, are listed in Table 5. The location and origin times for each event are listed

in Table 6(D).
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As in the second set of seismograms, the origin time was estimated using the

HYPO computer program. The arrival times of the P and S waves were chosen for each

seismogram generated by the quarry blast. Each quarry blast location was confirmed

with the operator at the nearest quarry. The origin time was estimated again based on

the known location of the quarry.

In the second step, the group velocities were calculated for each seismogram. As

in the previous set of seismograms, each calculation of group velocity was based on a

distance obtained from HYPO. This group velocity, Up, was converted to one whose

calculation was based on a distance obtained from SURFTOMO. The group velocity,

UP, was then converted to U, by equation 7.3.

In step three, these group velocities were converted to observed travel times.

Equation 7.2 was used to convert each group velocity, Uj, to an observed travel time,

di. Finally, the observed travel times for all seismograms used for study area A were

organized into data files, each associated with a specific period. All observed travel

times at 0.5 sec were written to a computer file Al_05.DAT. This was also done for

the periods 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 sec, generating data sets AI_07.DAT,

Al_09.DAT, Alll.DAT, Al_13.DAT, and Al_15.DAT respectively. The paths

represented by each data set are shown in Figure 22. For future analyses of the vertical

variation in shear wave velocity, the observed travel times that are represented by the

path from the San-Vel/Lonestar Quarry to the NESN station WES have been written to

the computer files A2_05.DAT, A2_07.DAT, A2_09.DAT, A2_1 1.DAT, A2_13.DAT,

and A2_15.DAT. The path from the San-Vel/Lonestar quarry to WES is marked in
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Figure 22.

The seismograms for study area B [Figure 14] were processed through the first

three steps by D'Annolfo (1992). The seismograms, whose origin times are given in

Table 7(B), have been generated by quarry blasts at the San-Vel/Lonestar Quarry. The

receivers, whose locations are given in Table 7(A), include a few NESN stations and

many field stations set up closer to the quarry.

In the third step, the group velocities taken from D'Annolfo (1992) were

converted into observed travel times. As was the case with study area A, the calculations

of the group velocities taken from D'Annolfo (1992) were based on distances not

calculated by SURFTOMO. Therefore, each group velocity, U., was converted to a U,

by equation 7.3.

In the final step, the observed travel times for all seismograms were organized

into data files. All observed travel times at 0.5 sec were written to a computer file

BI05.DAT. This was also done for the periods 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1 sec, generating data

files B1 07.DAT, B1 09.DAT, and Bi11l.DAT respectively. The paths represented by

each data set are shown in Figure 23.

Errors in the Measurement of Observed Rg Travel Times

The variance corresponding to each observed Pg travel time was estimated for the

tomographic inversion. A variance, Ud2, is calculated for each data set and assigned to

the diagonal elements of [coy d]. The variance for each data set is calculated in the

following way. An initial group velocity at a specific period is assigned to every model
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STATION "STATION LONGITUDE LATITUDE
NAME LOCATION (DEC DEG) (DEC DEG)

AZ1 TFS 71.5311 42.3864

AZ2 TFS 71 .6467 42.3937

AZ3 TFS 71.8221 42.5156

AZ4 TFS 71.7821 42.6079

COD CAPE COD, MA 70.1350 41.6858

DNH DURHAM, MA 70.8948 43.1225

DUX DUXBURY, MA 70.7678 42.0686

GLO GLOUCESTER, MA 70.7272 42.6403

LC1 TFS 71.5571 42.5312

LC2 TFS 71.5910 42.5071

LC3 TFS 71.6267 42.4962

LC4 TFS 71.6935 42.4603

ONH OAKHILL, NH 71.5056 43.2792

PNH PITCHER MTN, NH 72.1358 43.0942

QUA QUABBIN, MA 72.3738 42.4566

UXB UXBRIDGE, MA 71.6773 42.0614

WES WESTON, MA 71.3221 42.3847

WFM WESTFORD, MA 71.4906 42.6106

WNH WHITEFACE MTN, NH 71.3997 43.8683

NSAO TFS 71.7270 42.4400

NSA1 TFS 71.7280 42.4390

NSA2 TFS 71.7240 42.4400

Table 7(A) Locations of stations used by D'Annolfo (1992).
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STATION STATION LONGITUDE LATITUDE
NAME LOCATION (DEC DEG) (DEC DEG)

NSA3 TFS 71.7280 42.4410

NSB1 TFS 71.7290 42.4400

NSB2 TFS 71.7260 42.4420

NSB3 TFS 71.7230 42.4390

NSB4 TFS 71.7260 42.4370

NSB5 TFS 71.7300 42.4390

NW01 TFS 71.5800 42.5790

NW02 TFS 71.5960 42.5940

NW03 TFS 71.6110 42.5950

NW04 TFS 71.6630 42.6155

NW05 TFS 71.6830 42.6240

NW06 TFS 71.7010 42.6360

NW07 TFS 71.7250 42.6520

NW08 TFS 71.7540 42.6610

NW10 TFS 71.8880 42.6880

NWI1 TFS 71.8500 42.7550

P102 TFS 71.5660 42.5400

P103 TFS 71.5880 42.5360

P112 TFS 71.8396 42.5145

P113 TFS 71.8546 42.5121

P115 TFS 71.9054 42.5187

Table 7(A) Locations of stations used by D'Annolfo (1992).
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STATION "STATION LONGITUDE LATITUDE
NAME LOCATION (DEC DEG) (DEC DEG)

P201 TFS 71.5390 42.5480

P202 TFS 71.5460 42.5450

P203 TFS 71.5550 42.5440

P206 TFS 71.5980 42.5310

Temporary field stations (TFS) set up around the San-Vel Quarry

Table 7(A) Locations of stations used by D'Annolfo (1992).
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Figure 23 Paths in study area B represented by the Rg observed travel times at (A)
T=0.5, (B) T=0.7, (C) T=0.9, and (D) T= 1.1.
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parameter before the first iteration of the analysis. The initial group velocity chosen for

each period is that which has been published for the BADR because it is thought to

represent a rough estimate of the average dispersion for most of SNE. Before the first

inversion, SURFTOMO calculates the travel time residual for each data value (Ad) and

the average travel time residual for all data values (ad2). The resulting value of ad2 is

assumed to be a reasonable estimate of the variance for each data set.

The initial velocity model used for each data set from study area A is listed in

Table 8(A) as well as the average travel time residual (Gd2) for all data values in each

data set. Similarly, the initial velocity model used for each data set from study area B

is listed in Table 8(B) as well as the average travel time residual (qd2) for all data values

in each data set.

7.1.2 The Analysis of Lateral Variation in Group Velocity

First, a block structure is chosen for the study area. The path information

represented by the data values and the chosen block structure constitute a tomographic

problem. An inversion technique that is most appropriate for this particular problem is

chosen. Finally, an interpretation is made from the group velocities resulting from the

tomographic inversion and the resolution and variance with which each group velocity

was measured.

The ToImoahic Problem

First, a tomographic problem is defined by selecting a block structure(s) for a data

set represented by a specific density and distribution of paths. A block structure(s) is

chosen based one or more of the following criteria: 1) the boundaries of the blocks
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INMAL AVERAGE
GROUP VELOCITY VARIANCE

OF MODEL OF DATA
DATA SET (kn/sec) (sed)

Al_05 2.45 1.358

A1_07 2.52 2.573

Al-09 2.59 1.902

Al_11 2.66 2.040

Al_13 2.71 2.196

Al_15 2.73 8.109

INITIAL AVERAGE

GROUP VELOCITY VARIANCE
OF MODEL OF DATA

DATA SET (krrVsec) (sec)

B1_05 2.45 1.333

B1_07 2.52 0.892

B1_09 2.59 0.745

B1_11 2.66 0.635

Table 8 (A) Study area A: Variance for each data set, and (B) Study area B: Variance

for each data set.
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coincided with the geologic boundaries of the lithotectonic terranes in the study area, 2)

the block structure and path information presented a tomographic problem whose result

was useful in the analysis of vertical variation of shear wave velocity, 3) the block

structure allowed for the determination of as much group velocity information from the

study area as was permitted by SURFTOMO and/or the path information, and 4) the

preliminary results from a tomographic inversion were consistent with the Rg group

velocities published in previous studies.

Inversion Techniques

Two inversion techniques, the SVD and weighted damped least squares methods,

have been described above. Each method can be employed in two ways. The way in

which each can be used is dictated by the kind of tomographic problem being solved, and

by the desired resolution and variance with which the group velocities are to be

estimated.

The SVD Method

The SVD method used to find the natural generalized inverse can be employed

in two ways. In the first approach, all eigenvalues in the matrix Ak"' are included in the

analysis. In the second approach, each eigenvalue (starting with the lowest) is excluded

from the analysis until most or all of the group velocities are within some predetermined

range expected for SNE. An "eigenvalue ratio" is used to exclude each eigenvalue and

those that are lower. An eigenvalue ratio is defined as slightly greater than the ratio of

the eigenvalue that is being excluded to the maximum eigenvalue.

In the first approach, all eigenvalues in the matrix Ak' are included with the
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exception of those that are considered to be the result of ill-defined variables in computer

calculations. The eigenvalue ratio is set to 0.00001. In this case, any group velocity

(model parameter) that is constrained by any observed Rg travel time is included in the

vector space V.. Also, any block that contains even the shortest path segment is

included.

In the second approach, eigenvalues are excluded from the analysis by

systematically increasing the cutoff for the eigenvalue ratio. The eigenvalue ratio is

increased to the point where most or all of the group velocities are within the range

expected for SNE. As the number of blocks for the same data set within a study area

increases, the likelihood that a block has a low density and uneven distribution of path

segments is high. A greater number of blocks are poorly constrained by the data values

and the level of underdeterminacy increases. Consequently the cutoff for the eigenvalue

ratios also increases.

The adjustment of the eigenvalue ratio profoundly affects the resolution and

variance of the estimated group velocities. Since the variance of the model parameters

is proportional to A"2, the inclusion of very small eigenvalues generates large variances

in the group velocities. However, in this case, the solution is very close to the natural

solution and is well resolved. On the other hand, exclusion of small eigenvalues

artificially lowers the dimensions of VP and Up. The solution is not the natural solution

so the resolution is poor. However, the variance of each group velocity is smaller.

The Weighted Damped Least Squares Method

The weighted damped least squares method can be applied in many ways. Two
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examples of how the weighted damped least squares method can be applied are

considered in this study. In the first approach, the weighting model matrix, W., and the

weighting data matrix, We, are equal to I and the damping constant, a, is zero. In the

second approach, W. and W. are equal to I, and the damping constant is nonzero.

To apply the first approach, the tomographic problem must be completely

overdetermined. In the second approach, a damping constant that is nonzero damps the

underdeterminacy of the problem. If the level of underdeterminacy in a mix-determined

problem is relatively high, a larger damping constant is required by the analysis to yield

group velocities within the range expected for SNE.

The value of the damping constant, e, greatly affects the resolution and variai.,

of the group velocities. Both solutions use a priori information to minimize the negative

effects of the underdeterminacy of the problem. If el is large, the solution error, L, of

the problem is minimized. However, the overdeterminacy of the problem is also

minimized. The resolution of the solution is poor but the variances of the group

velocities are small. Likewise, a very small value for e2 clearly minimizes the data

prediction error, E, but not the underdeterminacy of the solution. The solution is well

resolved but the variances of the group velocities are large. An appropriate value of c

is one which approximately minimizes the data prediction error and the solution error of

the problem. The value of e• increases with the level of underdeterminacy of the

problem.

Interpretation of Lateral Vriation

Lateral variation in group velocity is interpreted from the results of the
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tomographic inversion. A judgement of what constitutes lateral variation between

adjacent blocks is based on the model variance and resolution with which each group

velocity is estimated. If the difference between the group velocities of adjacent blocks

is greater than the standard deviation with which each group velocity was estimated, and

both group velocities are well resolved, lateral variation in group velocity exists (at least

in the data, if not in the earth).

7.2 The Determination of Vertical Variation in Shear Wave Velocity

To estimate vertical variation in shear wave velocities beneath SNE, Rg dispersion

data are inverted. First, sets of dispersion data from SNE are collected and prepared for

an inversion program, RGINV, written by Edmund C. Reiter (Reiter et al., 1988).

RGINV estimates a shear wave velocity structure for each set of dispersion data. As in

the analysis of lateral variation in Rg group velocities, the errors mapped from the

dispersion data to the shear wave velocity structure are given by the model covariance

matrix. The resolution with which each shear wave velocity is estimated is given by the

model resolution matrix. A three dimensional shear wave velocity structure for SNE is

interpreted from the combination of the estimated shear wave velocity structures and their

respective model covariance and resolution matrices.

7.2.1 Preparation of Dispersion Data for the Analysis of Vertical Variation

A typical dispersion curve from this and other published studies of Rg group

velocity is comprised of estimated group velocities for a range of periods, often measured

at equal intervals of period. For example, a typical dispersion curve for a path within

the BADR is shown in Figure 24. It contains six group velocities measured at 0.5, 0.7,
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Figure 24 Typical dispersion curve for a path within the BADR.
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0.9, 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 sec respectively. The equal interval along the period axis is 0.2

sec. The computer program RGINV has been written for dispersion data estimated for

some number, N, of group velocities measured at equal intervals of frequency. Thus,

it is necessary to convert the dispersion data from this study (equal intervals of period)

to data estimated at equal intervals of frequency. To prepare the dispersion data for

RGINV, the original dispersion data are converted to a dispersion curve expected by

RGINV in the following way. First a polynomial of degree 3 is fitted to the original

dispersion data. The group velocities for the RGINV dispersion data are then

interpolated from this polynomial at equal intervals of frequency.

Average Dispersion Data for the SNECB

The first set of dispersion data used for the analysis of vertical variation is

prepared from the average dispersion curve from the study by D'Annolfo (1992). Her

average dispersion curve is from numerous paths covering a large portion of the SNECB,

and is assumed here to represent a good estimate of the average shallow crustal structure

beneath the SNECB. The average dispersion curve published by D'Annolfo (1992), and

that published by Kafka (1988) are shown in Figure 25. A second set of dispersion data

is from this study. Specifically, I have analyzed dispersion data from over 50

seismograms recorded over a path from the San-Vel/Lonestar Quarry (LTMA) to the

NESN station WES (A2_*.DAT) contained within the SNECB [Figure 25]. A third set

of dispersion data used for this analysis of vertical variation is the dispersion curve for

seven observations of the dispersion for the path from the San-Vel/Lonestar Quarry to

a seismic array temporarily installed at Sterling, MA (STMA, see D'Annolfo, 1992),The
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Figure 25 Dispersion data for the SNECB (Kafka, 1988; D'Annolfo, 1992), and along
the path from the San-Vel/Lonestar Quarry (LTMA) to the NESN station WES.
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STMA data are shown in Figure 26 along with those from D'Annolfo (1992) and Kafka

(1988). All of these curves are quite similar, suggesting that the curve published by

D'Annolfo (1992) is indeed generally representative of the average dispersion in the

SNECB.

Disprsion Data from the Tomographic Inversion of Observed Rg Travel Times

The final set of dispersion data used for the analysis of vertical variation is

prepared from the results of the tomographic inversion of observed Rg travel times. For

the same block structure and study area, the tomographic inversion of observed Rg travel

times at a series of discrete periods yields a series of solutions, each being a set of group

velocities for a specific period [Figure 27(A)]. One can envision each set as

corresponding to a "layer" [Figure 27(B)]. Each block can then be represented by a

dispersion curve as illustrated in Figure 27(C).

Ideally, the dispersion curve estimated for every block in the block structure is

a "high quality" estimate of the actual dispersion. In other words, the Rg group

velocities are well resolved and have a low variance, the dispersion curve is estimated

over a wide range of periods, and the curve is smooth enough that it can be interpolated

to yield a curve acceptable to RGINV without introducing significant errors.

Furthermore, since all of the average curves discussed above exhibit normal dispersion

in the period range of 0.5 to 2.0 sec (the period range over which the Rg waves are

strongest), blocks that produced results with suspiciously low values of group velocity

at longer periods should probably not be considered as "high quality" in terms of

dispersion results.
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Figure 26 Dispersion data for the SNECB (Kafra, 1988; D'Annolfo, 1992), and
dispersion data recorded at the Sterling, MA (STMA) array (D'Annolfo, 1992).
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Figure 27 (A) Group velocity results from a tomographic inversion, (B) "stacking"
group velocity results for several periods, and (C) a dispersion curve for each block. An
inversion of each curve yields a shear wave velocity structure for each block.
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More often than not, the dispersion curves of only some of the blocks in a block

structure exhibit these characteristics, and can be considered "high quality' dispersion

results. Therefore, only some of the blocks in a block structure are chosen to be

inverted.

7.2.2 The Analysis of Vertical Variation in Shear Wave Velocity

Dispersion data for the average dispersion curves representing the SNECB

(discussed in the previous section), as well as for blocks from the tomographic inversion

which exhibit 'high quality" normal dispersion are inverted to obtain estimates of the

variation of shear-wave velocity as a function of depth in various parts of SNE. The

inversion method used for this part of the study is the maximum likelihood inverse

(Reiter et al., 1988; see chapter 6). Inversion procedures for determining the depth

dependence of seismic velocities from surface wave dispersion data are based on the

relationship between the frequency dependence of surface wave velocity and the depth

dependence of seismic velocities. Thus, these procedures are only effective if the

observed dispersion curves are defined over a wide frequency band.

The average dispersion curve for the SNECB (taken from D'Annolfo, 1992) is

defined over an acceptable peritid range [Figure 25]. However, the dispersion data from

the tomographic inversion of observed Rg travel times are defined over a narrower (and

therefore unacceptable) period range (0.5 - 1.5 sec). To invert this dispersion data, the

following approach was taken. First the average curve for the SNECB was inverted to

obtain a shear wave velocity model. This model was then systematically perturbed and

forward modelled to obtain shear wave velocity models that match the dispersion data for
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individual blocks (i.e. defined over the narrower frequency range). The validity of this

approach is (to some extent) supported by the observation that for all of the *high

quality" dispersion data obtained from the tomographic inversion, the shape of the

dispersion curves are quite similar. I do, of course, recognize that there is some circular

reasoning here because several of the dispersion curves were eliminated because they did

not exhibit normal dispersion.

The approach described above was considered to be acceptable for all "high

quality" dispersion curves corresponding to blocks within the SNECB. Another approach

is taken in the case of blocks associated with the HRB because the shapes of the

dispersion curves for those blocks are not expected to be similar to that of the SNECB.

Based on a third degree polynomial fit, the dispersion curve for one of the blocks

covering the HRB was interpolated to obtain estimates of dispersion data at equal

intervals of frequency. This curve was inverted to obtain a shear wave velocity model

for that block.

8. Results

In this section, the results of the tomographic inversion of observed Rg travel

times are discussed for study areas A and B. For study area A, 3x2 and 5x6 block

structures are chosen. The SVD method is employed to yield a set of group veloci.es

at periods of 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 sec. For study area B, a 9x9 block

structure is chosen. The SVD method is employed to yield a set of group velocities at

0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1.1 sec. Only those blocks that exhibit "high quality* normal
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dispersion (see Section 7.2) have been selected for the discussion of lateral variation in

group velocity across SNE.

The dispersion data for the blocks that exhibit *high quality" normal dispersion

are compared with dispersion results from pervious studies of SNE. The average

dispersion curve for SNECB, the dispersion curve for the HRB, and the "high quality*

dispersion curves obtained from the tomographic inversion are analyzed to obtain shear

wave velocity models for SNE. The methods used for this part of the study involve a

combination of inversion and forward modelling approaches (see Section 7.2).

8.1 Study Area A

Two block structures are chosen for the tomographic analyses of study area A.

The first, a 3x2 block structure, is chosen because it, along with the path information

represented by the Al data sets (A1_*.DAT), describes a tomographic problem whose

results were appropriate for the analysis of vertical variation. Furthermore, the

boundaries of the blocks coincided (approximately) with the geologic boundaries of the

lithotectonic terranes of study area A. The second structure, a 5x6 block structure, is

chosen because the block boundaries coincide more closely with the boundaries of

lithotectonic terranes than in the case of the 3x2 block structure. Furthermore,

preliminary results of the toiriographic analyses for the 5x6 structure yield results similar

to Rg group velocity results published in previous studies (e.g. Kafka and Skehan, 1990).

8.1.1 Dispersion Across Study Area A

A 3x2 Block Structure

The 3x2 block structure divides study area A into six blocks as shown in Figure
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28(A). The paths represented by the data values (data set Al_07.DAT) at a period of

0.7 sec are shown in Figure 28(B). Block 4 does not contain any path segments at any

period. Therefore, the group velocity of block 4 is set equal to the that of the initial

model assigned to every block for each period, and it remains constant throughout the

tomographic inversion.

The SVD method was used to obtain an Rg group velocity for each block at

periods 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 sec. The density and distribution of path

segments in every block, with the exception of block 4, is relatively high. Therefore,

all eigenvalues are included in the analyses.

The group velocities at each period are shown in Figure 29. The group velocities

at a period of 0.7 sec for all blocks except block 4 are shaded in Figure 30(A). Each

group velocity, with the exception of that for block 4, is perfectly resolved to 8 decimal

places for every period. Each row of the model covariance matrix is plotted in Figure

31. The assumptions made regarding the data covariance matrix appear to be valid since

the diagonal element of every row is larger than all other elements in the row.

The dispersion data for blocks 1, 2, 3, and 6 exhibit *high quality" normal

dispersion. Block 4 contains no path segments. The density and distribution of path

segments in block 5 are poor. Furthermore it does not exhibit normal dispersion.

Eliminating blocks 4 and 5, Figure 30 is redrawn in Figure 32. The dispersion curve

associated with each of these blocks, and the average dispersion data for the SNECB are

shown in Figure 33(A).
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Figure 28(A) (Top) A 3x2 block structure divides study area A into six blocks. (Bottom)

A. 5x6 block structure divides study area A into thirty blocks.
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Figure 28(B) Paths represented by Rg observed travel times at T=0.7 are superimposed
over the 3x2 block structure (top) and the 5x6 block structure (bottnm). Curvature of
the earth is not taken into account.
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T=0.5 sec T=0. 7 sec T=0.9 sec

2.45 2.52 2,59

" 2.67 2.46 " 2.69 2.58 " 2.80 2.67

2.52 2.33 2.62 2.63 2.30 2.81 2.67 2.49 2.78

T=1.1 sec T=1.3 sec T=1.5 sec

2.66 2.71 2.73

"2.64 2.74 2.69 2.75 2.50 2.72

2.75 2.54 2.85 2.84 J2.52 2.97 2.94 2.51 3.09

T=0.5 sec, Ratio= 0.0371 T=0.7 sec, Ratio = 0.0633

2 45* 2.45" 2.79 2.56 2.42 2.52* 2.52" 2.71 2.57 2.54

2.45" 2.45* 3.75 2.35 2.49 2.52" 2.52" 3.34 2.46 2.65

2.45* 2.42 2.62 2.70 2.48 2.52- 2.52 3.12 2.91 2.42

2.45' 2.31 2.03 2.43 2.72 2.52* 249 1.99 2.47 2.80

2.59 2.40 2.62 2.42 2.64 2.90 2.27 2.39 2.73 2.73
3.10 2.32 2.28 3.66 2.45- 2.27 2.67 2.69 2.19 2.52"

T=0.9 sec. Ratio = 0.0633 T=1. 1 sec, Ratio = 0.0234

2.59* 2.59" 2.74 2.67 2.60 2.66* 2.66" 2 95 2.73 2.66

2.59* 2.59" 3.47 2.64 2.88 2.66* 2.66* 4.89 2.34 2.66
2.59* 2.52 3.39 2.95 2.60 2.66* 2.29 2.36 3.54 2.94

2.59* 2.25 2.13 2.50 2.70 2.66° 2 2.26 2.69 2.93

2.93 2.54 12.59 2.73 2.63 3.03 2.65 2.59 2.72 2.44

2.61 2.54 2.69 2.53 2.59" 2.84 2.56 2,68 2.61 12.66

T=1.3 sec. Ratio = 0.0617 T=1.5 s6c. Ratio = 0.1553

2.71" 2.71" 2.70 2,88 2.67 2.73" 2.73" 2.73- 2.87 2.57

2.71" 2.71" 3.26 2.43 3.03 2.73° 2.73" 2.73' 2.39 3.05
2.71- 2.51 3.01 3.23 2.46 2.73' 2.74 2.61 3.31 2.46

2.71* .2.30 2.23 2.58 2.94 2.73* 2.82 2.35 2.65 3.00

3.14 2.65 2.48 3.09 2.84 3.22 2.64 243 3 16 2.99

2.35 2.96 2.79 2.31 2.71 2.35 3.01 2.97 2.48 2.73"

Figure 29 Study area A: Group velocity results at periods 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, and

1.5 sec using (top) a 3x2 block structure and (bottom) a 5x6 block structure (a * indicates
the absence of path segments in a block).
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Figure 31 Study area A: Variance of each group velocity at T=0.7 sec.
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if2.6 0 D'Annofo (1992)
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2
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(3rd degree polynomial fit)
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Figure 33 Study area A: Dispersion curves for the SNECB and for blocks exhibiting

"*high quality" dispersion of (A) the 3x2 block structure and (B) the 5x6 block structure.
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A 5x6 Block Structure

The 5x6 block structure divides study area A into thirty blocks as shown in Figure

28(A). The paths represented by the data values (data set Al_07.DAT) at a period of

0.7 sec are shown in Figure 28(B). Blocks 5, 11, 16, 21, 22, 26, and 27 do not contain

any path segments at any period. Blocks 23 and 27 do not contain any path segments

at a period of 1.5 sec. The group velocity for each of these blocks with no data is

assigned the velocity of the initial model and remains constant throughout the

tomographic analysis.

The SVD method was also used to obtain Rg group velocities at periods of 0.5,

0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 sec. Since the 5x6 block structure divides the study area into

a larger number of blocks than in the previous case, the density and distribution of path

segments were quite high for some blocks, but quite low for others. Therefore low

eigenalues were systematically excluded from the tomographic analysis. First all

eigenvalues were used in the tomographic analysis for each period. The smallest

eigenvalue was then removed from the analysis of each period by increasing the

eigenvalue ratio. The procedure was repeated until most or all of the group velocities

were within a reasonable range of group velocities expected for SNE.

The group velocities and eigenvalue ratio used for each period are shown in

Figure 29. The group velocity at a period of 0.7 sec is shaded for each block that

contained path segments in Figure 30. Some of the group velocities, with the exception

of those blocks with no path segments, are perfectly resolved to within two decimal

places. The resolution of each group velocity (model parameter j) was classified as
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quality A, B, C, or D, based on the value of the diagonal element of row j. The

classification of resolution is as follows:

A diagonal element > 0.80
B diagonal element 0.5-0.79
C diagonal element 0.3-0.49
D diagonal element < 0.30

Table 9 indicates how the resolution of each group velocity in Figure 29 was classified

for periods from 0.5 to 1.5 see.

The group velocities that are not perfectly resolved are weighted averages of the

group velocities of adjacent blocks. For example, the resolution of model parameters 10,

15, and 20 (which represent velocities of adjacent blocks in the eastern section of the

study area) are given by rows 10, 15, and 20 of the model resolution matrix respectively.

The elements of each row are plotted in Figure 34 for the period of 0.7 sec. The group

velocities for blocks 10, 15, and 20 are weighted averages of the group velocities for

blocis 10, 15, and 20 as illustrated by the first, second, and third plots respectively in

Figure 34.

The model covariance matrix suggests that the assumptions for the data covariance

matrix [coy d] appear to be invalid for some of the group velocities in this tomographic

analysis. In some cases, the diagonal element of each row in the model covariance

matrix for all periods is not larger than the other elements of that row. Nevertheless,

the diagonal elements for each group velocity, along with information on whether the

diagonal element was larger relative to the other elements in the row, are given in Table

10.

The dispersion data for blocks 3, 9, 13, 14, 29, and 30 exhibit "high quality"
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Figure 34 Study area A: The resolution of the group velocity at T=0.7 sec for blocks

10, 15, and 20 respectively, where each plot is representative of rows 10, 15. and 20

respectively of the model resolution matrix R.
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BLOCK PERIOD
# 0.5 SEC 0./ SEC 0.9 SEC 1.1 SEC 1.3 SEC 1.5 SEC

1 A B B A B D
2 A A A A A A
3 A A A A A A
4 A B B A B D
5 NA NA NA NA NA NA
6 A A A A A A
7 A A A A A A
8 A A A A A B
9 A A A A A A
10 D C C B C D
11 NA NA NA NA NA NA
12 A A A A A B
13 A A A A A B
14 A A A A A B
15 B B B B B D
16 NA NA NA NA NA NA
17 D D D D 0 D
18 A B B A B D
19 A A B A A B
20 C B B A B C
21 NA NA NA NA NA NA
22 NA NA NA NA NA NA
23 A C C A C NA
24 A A A A A A
25 A B B A B B
26 NA NA NA NA NA NA
27 NA NA NA NA NA NA
28 D D D D D D
29 A A A A A A
30 A A A A A A

NA indicates that the block did not contain any path segments

Table 9 Resolution of group velocities for study area A for a 5x6 block structure.
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PERIOD
BLOCK T - 0.5 SEC T = 0.7 SEC T -0.9 SEC T=1.1 SEC T=1.3 SEC T=1.5 SEC

# ~~~ C' ' ' (0)(' !

0.87 0.14 0.18 0.89 0.14 * 0.01
2 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.11 0.07 " 0.16
3 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.10 0.04 0.15
4 2.07 0.10 0.13 0.73 " 0.11 0.02
5 NA NA NA NA NA NA
6 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.11
7 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03
8 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.03
9 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.05 0.07 0.09
10 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.15 * 0.04 " 0.08
11 NA NA NA NA NA NA
12 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.02 * 0.25
13 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03
14 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.06
15 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.17 *

16 NA NA NA NA NA NA
17 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.01
18 0.18 0.11 0.10 0.16 * 0.07 0.05
19 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.48 0.08 0.23
20 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.39 0.01 0.03
21 NA NA NA NA NA NA
22 NA NA NA NA NA NA
23 0.86 0.12 0.10 4.26 * 0.11 NA
24 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.09
25 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.16 * 0.08 0.02
26 NA NA NA NA NA NA
27 NA NA NA NA NA NA
28 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.01 NA
29 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.08
30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 * 0.01

Table 10 Variance of group velocities for study area A using a 5x6 block structure.
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normal dispersion. The remaining blocks contain either no path segments or exhibit

dispersion not considered to be high enough quality for the study of vertical variation in

shear wave velocity. Considering only the blocks listed above, Figure 30 is redrawn in

Figure 32. The dispersion curve associated with each of these blocks, and the average

dispersion data for the SNECB are shown in Figure 33(B).

8.1.2 Shear-Wave Velocity Models for Study Area A

Two dispersion curves are inverted to obtain two shear wave velocity models.

The first is the average dispersion curve for the SNECB [Figure 35], taken from

D'Annolfo (1992). The resulting shear wave velocity model is shown in Figure 36. The

resolution and variance with which each shear wave velocity was measured is given in

Table 11. The second dispersion curve that was inverted is that of block 13 of the 5x6

block structure. The dispersion curve that is inverted for block 13 is shown in Figure

35. The resulting shear wave velocity model is shown in Figure 36. The resolution and

variance with which each shear wave velocity was measured is given in Table 11.

8.2 Study Area B

The 9x9 block structure was chosen for study area B. This structure was chosen

based on the analysis of the results of the previous study of this area by D'Annolfo

(1992). Furthermore, this block structure represents an attempt to obtain as much group

velocity information as possible from the path information.

8.2.1 Dispersion Across Study Area B

The 9x9 Block Structure

This block structure divides study area B into 81 blocks as shown in Figure 37.
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Figure 35 Study area A: Dispersion curves for block 13 and the SNECB (D'Annolfo,
1992) inverted by RGINV, and for block 13 and the SNECB as predicted by the shear
wave velocity models in Figure 36.
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Figure 36 Study area A: Shear wave velocity models obtained from the inversion of the

original dispersion data in Figure 35 for block 13 and the SNECB (D'Annolfo. 1992).
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SNECB (D'Annolfo, 1992):

Resolution: 0.03 0.12 0.04 0.04 0.04
0.12 0.65 0.06 -0.16 0.09
0.04 0.06 0.92 0.07 -0.08
0.04 -0.16 0.07 0.79 0.17
0.04 0.09 -0.08 0.17 0.71

Variance: 0.0009 0.0024 0.0014 0.0020 0.0023
(km/sec)

Hartford Basin (Block #13):

Resolution: 0.91 0.17 -0.10
0.17 0.53 0.23

-0.10 0.23 0.67

Variance: 0.025 0.042 0.040
(krrlsec)

Table 11 The resolution and variance for the shear wave velocity models obtained for
study area A.
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Figure 37 Study area B: (Top) Divided into 81 blocks (* = location of the San-

Vel/Lonestar Quarry), and (bottom) paths at T=0.7 superimposed over the 9x9 block
structure. Curvature of the earth is not taken into account.
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The paths represented by the data values (data set BI_07.DAT) at a period of 0.7 sec are

shown in Figure 37. For this case, many blocks do not contain any path segments. The

group velocity for each of these blocks with no path segments is assigned the group

velocity of the initial model and remains constant throughout the tomographic analysis.

The SVD method is used to obtain Rg group velocities at periods of 0.5, 0.7, 0.9,

and 1.1 sec. As in the case of the 5x6 block structure for study area A, the density and

distribution of path segments are quite high for some blocks, but quite low for others.

Therefore, eigenvalues are excluded from the tomographic analysis at some periods, in

the same way as was done in the tomographic analysis of the 5x6 structure for study area

A.

The group velocities and eigenvalue ratio for each period are shown in Figure 38.

The group velocity at a period of 0.7 sec for each block is shaded in Figure 39. The

resolution of each group velocity (model parameter j) is classified as A, B, C, or D

based on the diagonal element of row j. Table 12 indicates how the resolution of each

group velocity is classified for periods from 0.5 to 1.1 sec.

The model covariance matrix suggests that the assumptions for the data covariance

matrix are not valid for some of the group velocities from these tomographic analyses

(as was the case for the 5x6 structure for study area A). Nevertheless, the diagonal

elements for each group velocity, along with information on whether these elements are

larger than the other elements in their row, are given in Table 13.

The dispersion data for the blocks that exhibit "high quality" normal dispersion

are shown in Figure 40. Considering only these blocks, Figure 39 is redrawn in Figure
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• 2.71 1 12.67 2.49 indicates no path segments
* 2.73 2.56 * * 2.71 * indicates that the group velocity

•3.87* * 2.6512.50 - for this block is greater than 3.5
-- ~ - - ~ -~. 4.0 km/sec• *2.71 2.58m * "2.71 "* . kd

1 2.31 2.53 " 2.64 2.51 * T - 0.5 sec

• 12.60 2.60 2.72 * * 2.54 Eigenvalue Ratio = 0.00001
" " 12.41 2.40 2.73 2.65 2.6 2.55

2.56 2.68 2.43 2.35 2.47 2.46 * " I

2.55 " 2.31 2.53 2.46 * 0

* 2.87 . 2722.56
"* 2.91 2.67 ** 2.761
" " 3.10 * * 2.71 2.571

" " 2.87 2.69 * 2.76 * I

"1 2.14 2.23 * 2.70 2.58 " - T-0.7sec

2.70 2.72 2.76 * 2.58 Eigenvalue Ratio 0.0300

.. 2.872.39 2.73 2.66 2.66 2.59
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Figure 38 Study area B: Group velocity results.
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Figure 39 Study area B3: Dispersion results.
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BLOCK PERIOD
# 0.5 SEC 0.7 SEC 0.9 SEC 1.1 SEC

1 D 0 D D
2 NA NA NA NA
3 NA NA NA NA
4 A A A A
5 A A A A
6 A A A NA
7 NA NA NA NA
8 NA NA NA NA
9 NA NA NA NA
10 D D D D
11 B B B B
12 A A A A
13 A A A A
14 A A A A
15 D D D NA
16 NA NA NA NA
17 NA NA NA NA
18 NA NA NA NA
19 NA NA NA NA
20 NA NA NA NA
21 NA NA NA NA
22 A A A A
23 A A A A
24 D D D D
25 D D 0 D
26 0 D D D
27 0 D D D
28 NA NA NA NA
29 NA NA NA NA
30
31 A A A A
32 D D D D
33 D 0 D D
34 NA NA NA NA
35 NA NA NA NA
36 D D D D
37 NA NA NA NA
38 NA NA NA NA
39 0 D 0 0
40 B C C B
41 NA NA NA NA
42 D D D 0
43 0) 0 0 0
44 NA NA NA NA

Table 12 Resolution of group velocities for study area B using a 9x9 block structure.
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BLOCK PERIOD
# 0.5 SEC 0.7 SEC 0.9 SEC 1.1 SEC

45 NA NA NA NA
46 NA NA NA NA
47 NA NA NA NA
48 D D D D
49 D D D D
50 NA NA NA NA
51 NA NA NA NA
52 D D D D
53 NA NA NA NA
54 NA NA NA NA
55 NA NA NA NA
56 NA NA NA NA
57 C C C C
58 NA NA NA NA
59 NA NA NA NA
60 NA NA NA NA
61 D D D D
62 D D D D
63 NA NA NA NA
64 NA NA NA NA
65 D D D D
66 D D D D
67 NA NA NA NA
68 NA NA NA NA
69 NA NA NA NA
70 NA NA NA NA
71 D D D D
72 NA NA NA NA
73 NA NA NA NA
74 D D D D
75 NA NA NA NA
76 NA NA NA NA
77 NA NA NA NA
78 NA NA NA NA
79 NA NA NA NA
80 D D D D
81 D D D D

NA indicates that the block did not contain any path segments

"indicates that the group velocity for the block was greater than
10 km/sec

Table 12 Resolution of group velocities for study area B using a 9x9 block structure.
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PERIOD
BLOCK T - 0.5 SEC T - 0.7 SEC T 0.9 SEC T=1.1 SEC

#() () () ()

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 NA NA NA NA
3 NA NA NA NA
4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5 0.00 * 0.00 " 0.00 0.00
6 0.00 * 0.00 * 0.00 NA
7 NA NA NA NA
8 NA NA NA NA
9 NA NA NA NA
10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
11 0.00 " 0.00 " 0.00 * 0.00
12 0.00 0.00 " 0.00 " 0.00
13 0.00 " 0.00 0.00 " 0.00
14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
15 0.00 0.00 0.00 NA
16 NA NA NA NA
17 NA NA NA NA
18 NA NA NA NA
19 NA NA NA NA
20 NA NA NA NA
21 NA NA NA NA
22 0.00 * 0,00 0.00 0.00
23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
27 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
28 NA NA NA NA
29 NA NA NA NA
30 1.45 0.43 * 0.41
31 0.00 0.00 0.00 * 0.00
32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
34 NA NA NA NA
35 NA NA NA NA
36 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
37 NA NA NA NA
38 NA NA NA NA
39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
41 NA NA NA NA
42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
44 NA NA NA NA
45 NA NA NA NA

Table 13 Variance of group velocities for study area B using a 9x9 block structure.
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PERIOD
BLOCK T a 0.5 SEC T = 0.7 SEC T - 0.9 SEC T=1.1 SEC

.( ,) , (, ()

46 NA NA NA NA
47 NA NA NA NA
48 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
50 NA NA NA NA
51 NA NA NA NA
52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
53 NA NA NA NA
54 NA NA NA NA
55 NA NA NA NA
56 NA NA NA NA
57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
58 NA NA NA NA
59 NA NA NA NA
60 NA NA NA NA
61 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
62 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
63 NA NA NA NA
64 NA NA NA NA
65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
67 NA NA NA NA
68 NA NA NA NA
69 NA NA NA NA
70 NA NA NA NA
71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
72 NA NA NA NA
73 NA NA NA NA
74 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
75 NA NA NA NA
76 NA NA NA NA
77 NA NA NA NA
78 NA NA NA NA
79 NA NA NA NA
80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
81 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

NA indicates that the block did not contain any path segments

"indicates that the group velocity for the block was greater than
10 kmnsec

Table 13 Variance of group velocities for study area B using a 9x9 block structure.
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Figure 40 Study area B: Dispersion curves for blocks exhibiting whigh qualitya normal
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Figure 41 Study area B: Dispersion results (shaded blocks exhibit *high quality" normal
dispersion). 120
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Figure 42 Study area B: Three dispersion curves predicted by the shear wave velocity
models in Figure 43.
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41. The dispersion shown in Figure 41 appears to fall into three categories: slightly

higher than, slightly lower than, and virtually the sadie as the average dispersion

observed for the SNECB.

8.2.2 Shear-Wave Velocity Models for Study Area B

Shear wave velocity models were obtained from the dispersion curves shown in

Figure 40 by using the combined inversion/forward modelling procedure described in

Section 7.2.2 (Figures 42 and 43). The model in Figure 43 with the lowest shear wave

velocities corresponds approximately to the dispersion curve from blocks 4 and 23. The

intermediate velocity model in Figure 43 corresponds to the dispersion curves of blocks

that appear to be underlain by a structure similar to that of the average SNECB. The

high velocity model in Figure 43 corresponds to the highest velocity dispersion curves

(block 52). The dispersion curves oredicted by these models are shown in Figure 42.

3.A

3.6.

> 3.2
SI0 SNEC1 - Low

33 SNECS.- Medum

V 2.8. A SNECS- Ki-h

0 2.6.'

2.4

2.2

2.

Figure 43 Study area B: Shear wave velocity models corresponding to the dispersion

curves shown in Figure 42.
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9. Conclusions

In spite of the very large amount of scatter in the group velocity data, to what

extent can tomographic analyses of that data provide an estimate of the lateral variation

in dispersion across SNE? This question can be answered in as much detail as can be

characterized by the chosen block structure(s) and the path information in SNE. By

examining the group velocity results for each block structure along with the resolution

and variance with which each group velocity is determined, conclusions can be made

regarding the question of lateral variation in Rg dispersion for SNE. After the dispersion

characteristics have been estimated for SNE, the three dimensional variation of the shear

wave velocity structure beneath SNE can be investigated.

9.1 Study Area A

9. 1. 1 Lateral Variation Across Study Area A

Lateral variation of Rg dispersion appears to exist within study area A, at least

at the level of detail characterized by the 3x2 and 5x6 block structures. In this section,

the dispersion data from both block structures are compared with published studies of Rg

dispersion, and are discussed in terms of the mapped lithotectonic terranes of SNE

[Figure 15].

The 3x2 Block Structure

The 3x2 block structure divides study area A into six blocks. Blocks 1, 2, 3, and

6 exhibit "high quality" normal dispersion. Dispersion for blocks 1, 3, and 6 are similar

to that for the SNECB, while dispersion exhibited by block 2 is slightly lower.

In Figure 44(A), this block structure is superimposed over the dispersion results
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from previous studies (e.g. Kafka and Skehan, 1990). Block 2 contains both the HDR

and the NHDR. These studies have suggested that the average dispersion curve

published for the HDR and the NHDR are lower than the average dispersion curve for

the SNECB. In Figure 45(A), this block structure is superimposed over the mapped

lithotectonic terranes in SNE [also see Figure 15]. The HRB in Connecticut, the only

regional sedimentary terrane in SNE, is entirely contained within block 2. Dispersion

exhibited by block 2 is slightly lower than the average dispersion curve for the SNECB

as would be expected for a block superimposed over a sedimentary basin. The

agreement between the dispersion results of this study and those of previous studies as

well as the correlation between my results and the geology of the HRB suggest that block

2 has successfully isolated the subregion covering the HRB in Connecticut and its

dispersion characteristics from the rest of SNE.

The 5x6 Block Structure

The 5x6 block structure divides study area A into thirty blocks. Blocks 3, 9, 13,

14, 29, and 30 exhibit "high quality" dispersion. With the exception of block 13, these

blocks exhibit dispersion similar to that for the average SNECB. Group velocities for

block 13 are dramatically lower.

In Figure 44(B), this block structure is superimposed over the dispersion i -suits

from previous studies (e.g. Kafka and Skehan, 1990). Block 13 contains the HDR in

Connecticut. These studies have suggested that the dispersion curve published for the

HDR is dramatically lower than that for any other part of the SNECB and slightly lower

than the dispersion curve for the NHDR. Dispersion exhibited by block 13 is
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(A)

Figure 44 Study area A: Dispersion results from previous studies (e.g. kafka and

Skehan, 1990) superimposed over (A) the 3U2 block structure and (B) the 5x6 block
structure.
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dramatically lower than the average SNECB dispersion curve. In Figure 45(B), this

block structure is superimposed over the mapped lithotectonic terranes in SNE. The

northern part of the HRB in Connecticut, where the sedimentary sequence is thirker than

in the southern part of the HRB (Wenk, 1984), is entirely contained within block 13.

Dispersion exhibited by block 13 is dramatically lower than the average dispersion curve

for the SNECB as would be expected. The agreement between the dispersion results of

this study and those of previous studies as well as the correlation between my results and

the geology of the HRB suggest that block 13 has successfully isolated the subregion

covering the northern part of the HRB in Connecticut and its dispersion characteristics

from thf. rest of SNE.

As discussed in S, ztion 8, dispersion results corresponding to some blocks within

study area A have satisfied my criteria for being considered "high quality" dispersion.

These results suggest lateral variation in group velocity across study area A, at least in

the data, if not in the earth. Furthermore, the subregion overlying the HRB in CT

exhibits distinctly lower group velocities than the rest of study area A. Group velocities

in the southern part of the HRB in CT are higher than in the northern part of the HRB

in CT, but similar to those of the SNECB. Previous studies (e.g. Kafka and Skehan,

1990; Wenk, 1984) are in full agreement with the results of this study. Furthermore, the

dispersion results for blocks that contain part of the HRB are lower than the average

SNECB dispersion curve, indicating a correlation between the dispersion results and the

mapped lithotectonic terranes in Figure 15.

9.1.2 Three-Dimensional Variation in Shear Wave Velocity within Study Area A
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Figure 45 Study area A: Regional geology superimposed over (A) the 3x2 block
structure, and (B) the 5x6 block structure.
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The results of the tomographic inversion provide a basis for investigating the

extent to which three-dimensional variation in shear wave velocities exists across study

area A. Shear wave velocities in the shallow crust underlying the northern part of the

HRB in CT are distinctly lower than those observed for the rest of study area A [Figure

36]. There appears to be very little difference between the shear wave velocity structure

underlying the southern end of the HRB and that underlying the rest of study area A.

9.2 Study Area B

9.2.1 Lateral Variation Across Study Area B

Lateral variation of Rg dispersion appears to exist within study area B, at least

at the level of detail characterized by the 9x9 block structure. In this section, the

dispersion data for this block structure is compared with results of previously published

studies of Rg dispersion in SNE. The results are also discussed in terms of the

lithotectonic terranes of SNE.

The 9x9 Block Structure

The 9x9 block structure divides study area B into 81 blocks. Blocks 4, 14, 23,

24, 25, 26, 27, 33, 36, 42, 43, 52, 61, 62, 71, 80, and 81 exhibit "high quality" normal

dispersion. For the period range analyzed, the dispersion curves for these blocks are

similar in shape to that of the average SNECB dispersion curve. However, dispersion

data for the 9x9 block structure exhibits significant variation with three distinct clusters:

higher than, lower than, and similar to that for the SNECB.

In Figure 46, this block structure is superimposed over the dispersion results

published by D'Annolfo (1992). Most previous studies (e.g. Kafka and Skehan, 1990)
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Figure 46. Study area B: Dispersion results from D'Annolfo (1992) superimposed over
the Mx block structure.

have been unable to identify lateral variation in Rg group velocities within the SNECB.

D'Annolfo (1992), on the other hand, has suggested that there is indeed lateral variation

in the area covered by the 9x9 block structure. Specifically, she concluded that the

group velocities in the immediate area surrounding the San-Vel/Lonestar Quarry are

lowest, and that group velocities systematically increase with distance from the quarry.

This study suggests this as well.

In Figure 47, this block structure is superimposed over the mapped lithotectonic

terranes. The results of this study do not reveal any particular pattern of correlation
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Figure 4"7 Study area B: Regional geology superimposed over the 9x9 block structure.
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between the group velocity and geologic features or lithotectonic terranes. One plausible

explanation can be found in the relationship between the size of the blocks and the size

of the mapped geologic features. If the size of the blocks is roughly the same as the

average size of the mapped geologic features, the detail characterized by the blocks and

the mapped geologic features are roughly the same. The group velocity information can

be correlated with the mapped geologic features. If the size of the blocks is significantly

different than the average size of the mapped geologic features, the detail characterized

by the blocks and the mapped geology are significantly different. The group velocity

information and mapped geology cannot be correlated unless the mapped geologic

features are roughly the same size as the blocks.

9.2.2 Three-Dimensional Variation in Shear Wave Velocity within Study Area B

The results of the tomographic inversion provide a basis for investigating the

extent to which three dimensional variation in shear wave velocities exists across study

area B. The southern half of study area B contains the SNECB. Slight variations in

shear wave velocity are observed within the SNECB in study area B because of the great

level of detail characterized by the 9x9 block structure.

9.3 Effectiveness of Tomographic Analyses and Inversion Methods in the Determination
of Three-Dimensional Velocity Variation

The results of this study illustrate how effective computer tomography is in the

determination of shallow crustal velocities from Rg dispersion data. In a tomographic

analysis, a subregion(s) and its velocity structure can be effectively isolated from the rest

of the study area. The size and location of this subregion(s) is chosen based on 1)
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whether the path information for the study area is sufficient to give results for the

subregion(s), and 2) what features (e.g. lithotectonic terranes, dispersion results from

previous studies, and gravity anomalies) the researcher wants to isolate.

This study also indicates that the inversion methods used in this study are less

sensitive to large variations in observed Rg travel times than other methods previously

used in dispersion and shear wave velocity studies. The observed Rg travel times used

in this study have been taken from many sources. Measurements of observed Rg travel

times for some of the repeated paths in this study contain a large amount of scatter. A

tomographic inversion uses observed Rg travel time information from several different

paths, thereby reducing the effects of the scatter observed along a single path. Thus, the

tomographic inversions discussed in this study make it possible to systematically analyze

all Rg travel time information, regardless of the scatter observed along one or more

paths, and to investigate the extent to which the "signal" can be extracted from the

"noise".

10. Future Work

This study, to a large extent, has addressed the questions discussed in the

introduction about lateral variation in Rg group velocities and three dimensional variation

of shear wave velocities in SNE. To more completely address these questions in the

future, I propose modifications to 1) the tomographic inversion program SURFTOMO,

2) the analysis of lateral and vertical variation in velocity, and 3) the interpretation of the

results of this analysis.

10.1 Modifications to the Tomographic Inversion Program SURFTOMO
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Two specific problems that I encountered in this study require three modifications

to SURFTOMO, respectively. The first problem arises when the study area is not located

at the equator. Study areas A and B are obviously not located at the equator. This study

has presented these regions and the blocks of each block structure as strictly rectangular.

However, due to the curvature of the earth, the study area and blocks are not

rectangular. In SURFTOMO, the study area is divided into blocks based on a baseline

drawn along the lower latitudinal and higher latitudinal lines. Therefore, the boundaries

of the blocks are drawn such that the blocks are not rectangular.

Secondly, the boundaries of the blocks for a specific block structure rarely

:oincide with the boundaries established by the regional geology and/or dispersion

regions outlined by previous studies. Furthermore, none of the lithotectonic terranes,

geologic formation%, and dispersion regions in any study area are ideally rectangular.

I propose two modifications to SURFTOMO to address these three problems.

First, the latitudinal and longitudinal boundaries chosen for the study area and blocks

should be corrected for their respective distances away from the equator. Secondly, the

shape and size of each block in a study area should be flexible enough for its boundaries

to coincide with the boundaries of terranes, formations, or dispersion regions.

Alternatively, the velocity information from several block structures can be integrated

to form a more complete description of group velocities across a study area.

10.2 Modifications to the Interpretation of Velocity Results from the Analysis

The results produced from a tomographic inversion includes one vector and two

matrices: the model parameter vector, and the model resolution and covariance matrices.
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In cases where the block structure divides the study area into only a few blocks, these

matrices are small. For example, the result from a 3x2 block structure produces a vector

of length 6 and two matrices of dimensions 6 by 6. However, in cases where more

detailed velocity information must be determined for a study area, the more detailed 9x9

block structure produces a vector of length 81 and two matrices of dimensions 81 by 81.

To assess whether there is lateral variation between a given block and each

adjacent block, one must compare the results of that block to those of each adjacent

block. This assessment should be done for all blocks in a block structure that exhibit

"high quality" dispersion. Often the study area must be divided into many blocks, so

that the group velocity results of a tomographic inversion can be correlated with either

the mapped geology and/or previous studies. Such a detailed assessment is more

efficiently done by a computer program. This program would allow the researcher to

1) select a subset of this information in a timely manner, and 2) systematically analyze

this subset of information.

10.3 Modifications to the Analysis of Lateral Variation of Group Velocity

In Sections 5 and 6, three approaches to inversion were outlined. For the

determination of lateral variation in Rg group velocity, the SVD method and weighted

damped least squares were described. For the determination of three dimensional

variation in shear wave velocity, the maximum likelihood method was described. As part

of the determination of both lateral and vertical variation, the results of all three methods

should be compared. Although the results of all three methods will most likely be

similar to those discussed in this study, the determination of velocity variation would be
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more extensive and complete.
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Addendum

Note the following corrections to Appendix A of Bowers (1993). The longitude and latitude of
the source of adl events listed in data sets BI_*.DAT is 71.517 and 42.554 respectively. The
longitude and latitude (71.555, 42.545) listed on pages 227, 229, 231, and 233 is incorrect.
This source location was not used in the tomographic analysis; the data used in the analysis, the
results, and conclusions drawn from them are correct.
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